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PREFACE 
This creative component involves the development of three material 
handling and plant layout case s tudies . Each case study is treated as 
a separate entity with its own t able of contents and appendices. Along 
with development of a problem statement, each case presents a possible 
solution (in detail) and a brief discussion of other possible solutions. 
The devel opment of this creative component has been a very 
beneficial learning experience in my Mas ter Degree Program . I t has 
challenged my creativeness, as well as, my engineering and communica-
tion skills. 
I wish to offer my appreciation to my advisor , Dr. Car l B. Es tes, 
for his guidance throughout the project. His guidance and instructions 
increased the value of the learning experience . I would also like to 
thank my family and friends for their moral support. 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the major goals of a facility location and layout course 
is to int r oduce the basic l ayout and material handling concepts. Tn 
order to provide a chance to practice these concepts in a classroom 
situation, case studies are used . Un fortunately, there a re only a few 
we ll developed case studies which exemplify ac tual plant layout or 
material handli ng problems. Therefore , th i s paper proposes a crea tive 
component (Project) for developing a s et of case studies based upon 
problems dealing with materi3l handling a nd plant layout. 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this project will be to develop a set of three 
case stud ies . Each case study provi des the opportun ity to apply 
appro priate layout and materi al handl ing concepts, as well as, other 
related Industr i al Engi neering skills . For each case study , a detailed 
development of a possible solution will be included . Other possible 
solutions will be also briefl y described including general concepts 
which should be recogn ized. 
TYPES OF CASE STUDTES 
The three case s tudi es presented illustrate different industrial 
situa ti ons . These are 
l. possible personnel faci lity inadequacies (Case 1) , 
2 . improveme nt of the present material hand l ing and development 
of a redesigned layout (Case 2) and 
3. inadequacy of the present production area for both present 
and future production volume (Case 3). 
CONTENT OF CASE STUDIES 
The concept and purpose of each case study is introduced in the 
Notes to the Instructor. To insure the effectiveness of the learning 
experience, any pertinent informRtion needed by the instructor is 
provided here. 
The Statement of the Prob l em then presents the industrial situati.on 
under study. All relevant in forma tion (excluding Case 3) needect is 
provided. 
Following the Statement o£ the Problem, a possi ble solution is 
presented in detail. Then, other possible solutions are brief l y 
descri bed. 
The Statement of the Problem of each case stud y and the Collection 
of Data for Case 3 are provided in an unbounded fo rm to fac i litate 
copying . These are enclosed in separate envelopes for each case study . 
CASE 1 
PLANT WORKFORCE EXPANSION 
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I. NOTES TO THE INSTRUCTOR 
When an existing ma nufacturing plant's labor force significantly 
increases, the act equacy of the present personnel facilities become 
ques t ionable. Therefore, the plant engineer must determine if a ny 
corrective action is necessary. In case of inadequac y , the engineer mus t 
make a n economical ly feasible design cha nge or expansion. 
Case l illustrates the above situation. Furthermore, the case 
presents management's interest in installing a hot meal ser vice . The 
only prerequisite required for this case is a basic understanding of 
personnel requirements planning. 
l 
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Printright Inc., a printing plant, presently is operating at less 
than full production capacity. An increase in the labor force is 
planned due to a forecasted sales increase. 
In view of this, management is concerned with the follo wing issues: 
1. Will there be adequate restroom facilit ies? 
2. Will the existing park~ng spaces accommoda te the i ncrease in 
employees? 
Further, they would like to investigate the feasibility of providing 
an in-plant hot meal service. An employee committee has requested 
ma nagement to look into this possibility and have indicated that approx i-
ma tely 80 percent of all employees would utilize this service. 
ASSIGNMENT 
You are to consider the three issues above and make your recommenda-
tion for each. Your analysis will depend upon the data provided in the 
followi ng section. Include cost estimates as appropriate and sketches 
to show any expansion or design improvements i n the existing facilities. 
RELEV ANT DATA 
Th e present and proposed employment levels are shown in Table l. 
Fi gure l shows the present plant layout including restrooms and parki ng 
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TABLE 1. EMPLOH!E~T LHELS 
Production Su pervisors Office 
Shift Men Women ~len \{omen ~len \~omen Total 
PRESOrT 
Day 40 26 2 2 6 5 81 
Night 45 21 3 1 70 
Graveyard 45 18 2 1 66 
PROPOSED 
Day 65 40 3 3 6 5 122 
Night 57 48 4 2 111 
Graveyard 55 23 4 l 83 
area. As shown in this fig ure, office employees have separate restrooms 
from t he plant employees. Tab le 2 provides information concerning the 
existing restroom facilities. Also, additional restrooms can be ad ded 
adjacent to any of the present r estrooms. 
Parking accommodates 190 spaces with standard-sized 90 deg ree 
parking. Includ ing the 10 spaces for visi tors, additional spaces are 
provided to allow for overlap during working shift cha nge s . About 
40 percent of the workers drive compact cars whi l e 10 percent of the 
1.:orke rs (per shift) ca r po'ol 1>i th other workers . The main aisles mu st: 
r ema in 28 feet \vid e fo r trucks going t o a nd from shi ppi ng. r\lso, the 
present park ing can be expanded south of the present parking area up 
t o an additional 100 feet. 
The 1unchroum presentl y co nsists of five vending mac hi nes and 
e ! e~en ~ fc . x 30 in . t 3bles . ~~plc~e2s e~ : i ~ c~o sh i f: s . eJc ~ l ~ s : ~ ~ ~ 
3~ -
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TABLE 2. CURRENT RESTROOM FACILITIES 
No . of ~0. of :-io . of 
Type :-.!o. Size Toile cs Urinals Lavacorie s 
>lens 2 15' X 15' 4 3 3 
Off ice 
Mens 1 15' X 15' 4 3 ..., .J 
Mens 1 15' X 7' 2 2 ? 
Ladies~- 1 15' X 15' 4 3 
Ladies 1 15' X 10' 2 2 
Office 
Ladies-:~- 1 15' X 15' 4 3 
*Includes a bed in each. 
most employees would be m favor of a hot meal service for the day and 
night shifts. Two possible alternatives are being considered: (i) a 
full service cafeteria, or (2) a serving line (no cooking fac i lities on 
premise- food is brought in by a catering service) . I f add itiona l 
s pace is needed, it is available south and east of the existing vend i ng 
area. 
COST ESTI:"IATES 
Table 3 contains estimates of cost which should be used in 
your anal vsis. 
TABLE 3. COST ESTIMATES 
Type of Cost 
Parking Lot: 
To increase 
To paint lines 
Restrooms: 
Base cost for a two-toilet restroom 
Cost for each additional toilet and/or urinal 
Food Service: 










Other Economic Criteria Used by the Firm 
Mimimum Attractive Rate of Return (MARR) 
6 
Cost 
$10/sq. ft . 












Note: Meal cost s hown represent the cost to the company. Employees 
will pay only a nominal fee. 
III. POSSIBLE SOLUTION 
This section contains solutions addressing the three issues con-
cerning Printright. Cost estimates are included where appropriate as 
are sketches to show any expansion or design improvements in the ex i s ting 
facilities. 
PARKING 
The present parking area in Figure 1 accomodates 190 automobiles 
(See Table 4). Since 81 employees is the maximum number of employees 
in the plant a t one time (See Table 1), the number of parking spaces 
needed is 
nmaxi mum employees + vis~tor spaces) 
(% car pool with someone x maximum employeesD 
(Adjustment for spaces needed during shift ~hange) 
= [(81 + 10) 
= 154 spaces 
(10% X 81 )] (1.86) 
By similar ca lculations, the t otal number of spaces needed for the 
proposed employment level is 
= [(122 + 10) 
224 spaces 
(10% X 122~ (1. 86) 
Therefore, on ly an additional 20 (224 - 204) parking spaces a re needed. 
It may be possible to ac quire the additional spaces by redesigning the 
present parking layout. Thus, there are t wo possible alternatives: 
7 
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TABLE 4. Nill!BER OF PARKING SPACES FOR PRESE~T Pi\RKD'G 
Row Length of Row Wi dth of Space Number of Spaces 
(feet) (fee t ) 
1 336 8.5 39 
2 284 8.5 33 
3 284 8.5 33 
4 288 8 . 5 33 
5 262 8 . 5 30 
6 310 8.5 36 
To t al = 204 
redesign t he presen t pa r king area or expand the parking area. These t1'c 
a l ternatives will be presented in the following sections . 
Parking Redesign 
Presently , the aisle be tween rows 5 and 6 is 69 fee t wide. There-
fore, the possibility may exist of adding extr a rows between rows 5 
and 6 . Usi ng the data in Table 5 (1), t he widt h required to add t wo 
rows of 90° standard parking i s 
Ais le + 2(90° standard parking depth) + Aisle 
= 23 ft. + 2(18 . 5 ft .) + 28ft . 
= 93 ft. 
Because the present aisle wid t~ (69 ft .) is le~s than 93 fee t,the 
addi tion of two 90~ parking ro~s is impossib le . 
TABLE 5. PARKING DIMENSI ONS FOR A 7.5ft. COMPACT AUTOMOBILE PARKI NG SPACE WIDTH 
AND A 8.5 ft. STANDARD SIZED AUTOMOBILE PARKING SPACE WIDTH 
l'a rkin~ Sp:lcl: Pa rk in ~; Space 
Width l'ar:1lld Depth l'crpcn- Aisll' ( ·ro" ,\,,h-,, 
An~k to thl' Aisle dindar to the Width ()Ill' \\ ' ,\ \ 
( d L').!,rn·.;) r\ ll tOillDhill' ( il'L'l ) Aish: {fct:t) ( fee t ) (il'<' t) 
-- -----·--·-
.j ) C :ntnpact I O . .'i 17 .0 11.0 12 
.JS Stand:1rd 12..0 17.5 I.HJ 14 
(, () ( :o m pact l\.7 17.7 14.0 12 
no Standard '),/) I ') . 0 I H .0 1·1 
/ ) Comp:lL't 7 . ~> 17 .3 17.4 12 
7 .~ Sta ndard H.o I ':1.5 25 .0 I.J 
')() (:o m pact 7 . .5 16.0 20.0 12 
':I ll St:111d:1rd H . .'i IH . .'i 2H.O l ·l 
··----- ·· - -- - --- ----- --·-
( ~""" \ " k' . 
I"" \\ ·" · 










However, two additiona l rows with 60° parking may be feasible. The 
aisle width required is 
18ft. + 2(19 ft.) + 18ft. 
= 74 ft. 
This di stance also exceed s the availa ble wide~ . 
Si nc e 40 percent of the em ployees drive foreign cars, t wo rows 
could be designed for compact cars only and t he other t wo (in the upper 
parking area) can be main t ained for standard parking . For this 
alternative, the aisle width r equired is 
60° standa rd ais l e + 60° standard parking 
+ 60° compact parking + 60° compact aisle 
18ft.+ 19ft.+ 17.7 ft.+ 14ft . 
68.7 ft. 
Therefore, this arrangemen t meets the criteria (69 ft.). This parking 
arrangement is shown in Figure 2. 
The number of parking spaces in rows 5 and 7 will be 
Parking Space Width 
262 ft. 26 spaces Lenoth of Row = 
9 . 8 ft . /space 
Row 8 (60° compact spaces) can accommodate 
262 ft. 30 spcces 
8.7 ft./space 
and r ow 6 (60° compac t sp~ces) can accommodate 
310 ft . 35 spaces 
S . 7 ft . /s pace 
From Table 4 , the present number of parking spaces south of the 
10 
drainage ditch is 66 (30 + 36) compared to 117 (2 ( 26) + 30 ~ 35) for t~e 
proposed parki ng configura tion. This is an inc re3se of 51 (117 - 66) 
parking spaces . Therefore , the number of spaces needed can be satis~ied 
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Parki ng Exoansion 
Parking spaces can also be increased by parking area expansion . 
To add two 90° parking r ows between rows 5 and 6, the park ing area must 
be increased by 24 feet (69ft. -28 ft . - 18 .5 ft. - 18 .5 ft. - 28f t . ) . 
The increase in parking spaces would be 
262 ft. + 
8 . .5 tt./space 
262 ft. 60 spaces 
8. 5 ft. / space 
which is more than required. Therefore, the proposed lavout is shown 
in Figure 3 . 
Comoarison 
The cost ·for parking area redesign, paint new lines, is estimated 
at 51,368 (See Appendix A for calculations). The parking area ex pansion 
cost is $75,446 (See Appendix B). From economic veiwpoin t , Printright 
should redesign the present pa r king area to acquire suffi cient parking 
spaces . From a practical view, it might be difficult to enf orce t he 
use of the compact spaces by compact cars. Therefore, management would 
have to decide this issue. 
RESTROO~! FACILITIES 
Two criteria must be· satisfied for the present restroom f acilities 
to be adequate. Fi rst, there must be a r estroom located within 200 feet 
of every perma nen t work station( 2). Fr om Figure l, this crit eria is 
sa tisfied. 
The second criteria requires the plant co have faci l ities avialable 
for th e maximum number of emplovees present . Table 6 and 7 (21 s ~ow 
t he nu~ber of t olie ts and lavatories for ~aryi ng numbe r s of emolovees . 
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TABLE 6. NUMBER OF TOILETS NEEDED FOR NUMBER 
OF EMPLOYEES 
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TABLE 7. NUMBER OF LAVATORIES NEEDED FOR NUMBER 
OF EMPLOYEES 
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TABLE 8. COMPAR ISON OF NEEDED A~D AVA I LABLE FACILITIES 
Types of Maxi:num ~ o. No. of ~0. of ' I .>0. of ~0 . of 
Rest rooms of E:71ployees Toile ts To i le ts Lava!:ories La \"a t o r i e s 
for Proposed ~eeded Available ::eeded Available 
Employment 
Off i ce 
He n 6 l 4 1 3 
Office 
Ladies 5 1 4 l 3 
Pla nt 
Men 68 4 10 7 8 
Plant 
Ladies 50 3 6 5 5 
Thus, Table 8 can be constructed for comparison of the number of 
toliets and lavatories available now ~the requirements needed for the 
proposed employment levels. From this compa r ison , it is ev i dent that 
sufficient facilities are present. 
FOOD SERVICES 
Breakeven Analvsi s 
The two possib l e alterna t ives presentl y being considered for 
in- plant meal ser\·ice are a ful l service cafeteria and a catered serving 
1 . _lne. Tn order to compare the cost f easib i lity between the two alte rna-
tives, a breakeven analysis is performed in Apoend ix C. Thi s anal~sis 































2b 40 6b ab 160 · 140 180 220 260 300 340 360 
No . of Employees 
. FIGURE 4 : BREAKEVEN POINT 
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TABLE 9. SPACE REQUIRED FOR FULL KITCHE~S 
Number of :vleals Served Area Requirements (square feet) 
100 - 200 500 1000 
200 - 400 800 1600 
400 - 800 1400 2800 
800 - 1300 2400 3900 
1300 - 2000 3250 5000 
2000 - 3000 4000 6000 
3000 - 5000 5500 9250 
From this analysis, the servi~g line alternative is more feasible 
for emolovment levels less than 112 . Since the ma ximum eating each day 
is 187 (80% of night and day shift) .. the full service cafeteria is more 
feasible . 
Lunchroom Design 
The maximum number of emplovees eating per working sh if t for the 
proposed employment level is 98 ( 122 x 80%) . The lunchroom ~s design ed 
to ac commodate 49 (98/2 ) employees at one time with two lunch shifts 
per work i ng s hi f t. The estima ted allowance for peo ple eating at 
6 ft. x 30 in . tables is 13.5 
') 
ft. - per person ~hen the tables a re e nd 
to end. Also, the 6ft. x 30 in. tables accommodate three peo? le (3 ) . 
') 
From Ta bl e 9 (3), approx i ma tely 1200 ft.- should be allowed eo r ~he 
kitche n area for t~e ful l se r ~ ic e cafe t e ria . Therefore, the to tal 
area that s hou l d ~e provt ded ror the c afAter t~ is 
(6 CL. X ~.5 = ~ - oer table) 
- ) 







The maximum de pth of the lunchroom can be 50 feet . Therefore, 
the width must be increased to 43 feet (2,1 06 .5 ft. 2 50 ft.). 
The proposed la yout is shown in Figure ). 
CONCLUSION 
18 
From the above analysis, the present restroom fac ilities were shown 
to be adequate. However, the present parking was found to be 
insufficient . To increase the parking spaces, two alternatives, par~ing 
redesign and parking expansion, were compared. The parki ng redesign 
was found to be more economical but requ ired compact cars to use compact 
spaces. 
Through a breakeven ana l ysis, a f ull service caf~teria was found 
to be more cost effec tive. Therefore , the lunchroom was expa nded to 
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IV. OTHER POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 
Because of t he nature of the above case study, the possible 
solutions should be similar with only minor differences. These 
differences are discussed in the following sections. 
PARKING 
Both alternatives for increasing the number of parking spaces, 
parking redesign and parking area expansionlshould be covered in the 
case analys i s. However, the actual redesign or expansion design wil l 
vary between each individual. 
FOOD SERVICES 
The individual should perform a breakeven analysis or a similar 
economic analysis showing the full service lunchroom will be the most 
ec onomical alternative. However, the design of the lunchroom will 











- To find the length of painted lines: 
For standard s paces: 
For compact s paces : 
, TABLE A-1: COST FOR PAINTING LINES 






















N = 19 feet 
Cos 30° 19 =If 
R = 21 ft. 
N = 17.7 ft. 
Cos 30° 17 · 7 =-R-











$ . 50 
$ .50 
Cost f or one middle line 262 fee t long (262 x . 50) 
Total Cost 
*Number of lines 1 + s paces per row 
23 








PARKING EXPANSION COST 
24 
25 
Cost for Expansion: 
(area of expansion) (cost for expanding/feet) 
(24ft. X 310 ft) ( $10/ft.) = $74,400 
Cost for Painting New Lines: 
TABLE B-1. PAINTING LINE COST FOR EXPANSION 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1) (3) (4) (5) 
Type of Space No. of No of No of~~ Length Cost/ Cost 
Rows Spaces/Row Lines/Row of Line ft. 
Standard 90° 2 30 31 18. Sft. $ .50 $573 
Standard 90° 1 36 37 18.5ft. $ .50 $342 
Cost for one middle line 262 fee t long $131 
Total Cost $1046 
*Number of lines = 1 + spaces per row. 
Total Expansion Cost : 





The present worth of the variable cost for each alternative is 
calculated below: 
Full Service Cafeteria: PW $2.00 (80%) (l meal/day/person) 
( 250 days / year) (P/A, 15%, 10) 
P\.J = 400 (P/A, 15% , 10) 
PW :::: $2,007.51/person 
Serving Line: PW $2.8 (80%) (1 meal/day / person) 
(250 days/yr) (P/A, 15%, 10) 
PW = 560 (P/A, 15% , 10) 
PW = $2,810.51/person 
The number of employees (X) required to make the cost of the full 
service cafeteria equal t o the servi ng line cost is obtained below: 
Full Service Cost = Servin8 Line Cost 
$100,000 + $2,007 .51X = $10,000 + $2,810.51X 
X 112 employees 
REFERENCES 
1. Tompkins, James A. and John White . Faci lities Planning. New York : 
J ohn Wiley and Sons, 1984, p. 100. 
2. Tompkins, pp. 103-4. 
3. Tompkins, pp . 105-8. 
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I. NOTES TO THE INSTRUCTOR 
Most common material handling and layout problems deal wi th the 
improvement of an existing material handling system or the redesign of 
the present system. To illustrate similar situations, Case 2 presents 
three proposals: 
l. Adding a conveyor system to an exist i ng plant. 
2. Adding a AGVS to an exi sting plant. 
3. Redesigning the existing system for proposed production changes. 
To benefit from this case, there should be a basic understanding of 
material handling and plant layout principles. Furthermore, the case 
is appropriate as a term project for a basic material handling and 
plant layout course. 
l 
II. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
INTRODUCTION 
Printright Inc., located in Stillwater, Oklahoma, produces standard computer 
paper and twenty-seven different types of custom computer forms. Seventy-five percent 
of their production is for standard computer paper (no copies and standard color) and 
twenty-five percent is for custom ordered computer paper (multiple copies and/ or special 
printing). 
At the present time, Printright operates on a three-shift basis (24 ho urs a da y), 
five days a week. The company employs 195 hourly workers and 11 salary wor ke rs. 
FLOW OF MATERIALS 
The plant's present layout is shown in Figure 1. To introduce the production 
process of the plant, the material flow through the plant beginning with the raw material 
will be discussed. 
Incoming Raw Material 
Raw materials are delivered to the plant both by rail and truck. The truck 
receiving dock is located on the north side of the plant and one door on the south side 
(see Figure 1). The rail spur is located on the north side of the plant. 
Ninety percent of the major raw material, paper rolls, is brought by rail while the 
remaining 10% is brought to the north side of the plant by truck. Cartons used for 
packaging printed forms are delivered on pallets by truck to the south side of the plant. 
Empty pallets (40 in. x 48 in.) are brought by truck and are stored outside near the truck 
shipping dock due to fire codes. 
Raw Material Storage 
Incoming paper rolls are taken to the paper roll storage area by fork trucks 
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(Note : See Figure 2 For De tails of Presses) 
FIGURE 1: PLANT LAYOUT 
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classification areas (type and grade of paper). It is estimated that the average inventory 
of paper is approximately 20 million pounds. The palletized cartons (packaging material) 
are stored on racks at the south side of the warehouse. 
Manufacturing Processes 
Press operators monitor the raw material levels (paper rolls, and cartons) of their 
presses. When more material is needed, the operator signals for a material handler who 
then locates and brings the appropriate raw material. The raw material is handled by 
fork trucks with either a clamp attachment for the paper rolls or a fork attachment for 
pallets. Each press is equipped with a hoist for loading paper rolls onto the feed station 
of the press. Paper rolls are distributed throughout the facility to any of four different 
production areas: press department, slitting operation, carbon coating operation, and 
MCP operation. These departments are discussed below and are also indicated in Figure 
1. 
Press Department 
The press department consists of two types of presses: multi-web presses and 
single-web (high volume) presses. The multi-web presses produce forms containing 
mul tiiple copies which allow for the transfer of information to each copy by either a 
carbon paper insert or by a carbon coated paper called MCP. The eight multi-web 
presses print approximately 90% of the custom forms and 10% of the standard forms. 
These presently operate close to maximum production capacity. 
Nine single-web presses produce standard computer paper with a maximum speed 
of 1500 feet per minute. Historical monthly press production measures in linear feet per 
month and pounds per month are shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. 
After the forms are printed, they are manually inserted and sealed into cartons by 
the press operator, generally assisted by one or more helpers. Next, they are 
accumula ted on short roller conveyor awaiting palletization. The common unit loads 
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Palletized loads are taken to either the finished product warehouse or directly to 
shipping. Sixty percent of the standard computer paper is sent to finished product 
TABLE 3: COMMON UNIT LOADS 
Form Size Carton Per Weight Per 
(in. x in.) Pallet Carton (lbs.) 
147/8x11 40 43 
14 7/8 X 8 1/2 52 34 
9 7/8 X 11 48 27 
9 1/2 X 11 64 28 
8 1/2 X 11 68 25 
warehouses while the remaining forty percent are sent directly to shipping. All custom 
orders are sent directly to the staging area of the shipping dock. 
MCP Operation 
MCP, a special type of self-copying paper, is produced in this operation. After 
the coating process, fifty percent of the production is sent either to the multi-web 
presses or to storage racks for later internal use. The other 50 percent of the coated 
papers are sold to other customers and thus are sent to shipping. 
Carbon Coating Operation 
Paper rolls are delivered to the carbon coating process, the carbon applied and the 
paper is rerolled. After the carbon coating process, the rolls of carbon paper are taken 
to storage until needed by the multi-web presses (see Figure 1). 
Slitting Operation 
This opera tion is used to cut paper rolls into the required width needed by the 
multi-web presses for custom orders. Approximately 20 rolls are slitted per day. After 
being slit , the smaller width rolls are stored on racks near the slitter or sent directly to 
the multi-web presses. 
8 
Finished Products Storage 
The pallets containing standard computer pa per in cartons are stored on drive-thru 
racks in the finished products warehouse. Finished products are stored on a last-in-first-
out basis. 
MATERIAL HANDLING DEVICES 
The major handling devices used at Printright are industrial trucks equipped with 
either a clamp or fork attachment. Table q lists the material handling dev ices used. 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Management is concerned with the present material handling system. They want 
to investigate the economic feasibility of installing either a conveyor or an automatic 
guided vehicle system (AGVS). 
On a more long-range basis, management wants to consider abandoning all of the 
custom work and vastly expanding t he standard computer paper portion of their 
business. Their best estimate is that they could sell about four times the current sales 
volume of standard pape r. 
ASSIGN MENT 
Using information already presented along with the additional information in 
Tables 5, 6, and 7 and in Figure 2, the following is to be done: 
1. Prepare a proposal utilizing conveyors for the present mix of products. 
2. Prepare a proposal utilizing AGVS for the present mix of products. 
3. Prepare a complete redesign of the current system (production and material 
handling) under the assumption management does abandon all custom work. 
In each of the above, complete documentation and economic measures should be clearly 
presented. 
TABLE 4: MATERIAL HANDLI NG EQUIP MENT 
Type of Capacity Power By Type Of No. No. Used Per Shi ft 
Equipment (lbs.) (Gas or Electric) Attachment Of Day Night G r a veyard 
Industrial Truck 4,000 Gas Fork 1 1 1 1 
Industrial Truck 3,500 Gas Fork 1 
Industrial Truck 3,000 Electric Fork 3 3 3 3 
lndustr ial Truck 5,000 Gas Paper Roll Clamp 3 3 3 3 
Standup Truck 2,000 Gas Fork 1 1 1 1 
Mule 1,500 Electric Fork 
\.() 
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TABLE 5: NO. OF OPERATORS AND HELPERS PER PRESS 
Type Of Press No. Of No. Of 
Press No/Loc. No. Operators Helpers 
MULTI-WEB Ol/32K 1 1 
0~/32L 1 
10/32C 1 2 
11/32M 1 
13/32E 
1~/32B 1 2 
21 /32A L 
2~/32F 
SINGLE-WEB 02/32H 1 
03/32J 1 1 
06/32N 1 
07 /32R 1 0 
15/32G 
19/32P 1 0 
20/321 1 1 
22/320 0 
23/320 2 
TABLE 6: COST INFORMATION 
Type Of Cost 




Carrying Cost of raw material 
Cost of raw material 
Annual fork truck cost/truck 
Salvage of all presses 
Plant Rearrangement cost 












TABLE 7: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
Description Of 
Information Information 
Lead time for shipment of raw material 
Safety Stock (raw material) 
Average weight of paper rolls 
~aximum weight of paper rolls 
Press operation delay 
1. Setup time 
2. Maintenance time 
3. Break downs 
o/o Scrap 
Height of finish goods warehouse 
Column Characteristics of all 
Operations Areas 
Number of Working days/year 
Number rolls slitted per day 




Minimum Attractive Rate of Return 
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III. PROBLEM ANALYS IS 
Several distinct material handling and plant layout problems can 
be identified. These include the material handling s ys tem, inventory 
s ystem, and press utilization. 
MATERIAL HANDLING SYSTEM 
The current material handling system consists of fork trucks. More 
automated systems, such as conveyors and AGVS, could red uc e the annual 
cost of material handling (labor and truck operation cost). The addition 
of these systems will be considered in later s ections. 
INVENTORY SYSTEM1 
The present paper roll inventory level, 20 million pounds, is more 
than the req uired i nventory l evel . From Table 8, the average monthly 
press production is 5,229,860 pounds. With a lead time of two months, 
the inventory can be reduced to 13,074,650 pounds (two months of produc-
tivity and two weeks of safety stock). Therefore, the initial dollar 
savings is 
(Present Inventory Level - Proposed Inventory Level) (Raw 
Ma terial Cost) 
= (20,000 lbs. 13,074,650 lbs.) ( $ .50/lb.) 
$3,462,675. 
1Analysis of inventory levels and their 
not a requirement of the problem statement. 
dered as an ancillary part of a solution. 
16 
associate carrying cost is 
It can be ignored or consi-
The annual savings is 
= (Initial savings due reduction of in\f..e-rrtory leve-ls) 
(Carrying cost percentage) 
= ($3,462,675) (.125) 
$432,834/year. 
TABLE 8: MONTHLY PRESS PRODUCTION 
Type Press Average Production Total Average 
of Press No. Feet7Mo . lbs.7Mo. Feet/Mo. 
Multi-web 
01 3,019,430 106,290 
04 3,087,560 78 ,590 
10 5 , 529,350 350 ,170 
11 4,410,920 186' 180 
13 4,226,120 218,130 
14 4,318,520 418,660 
21 4,806,700 224,820 
24 3,763,350 130,400 34' 161 '950 
Single-web 
02 12,243,840 393,700 
03 15,073,200 428,730 
06 9,409,390 406, 500 
07 8,160,360 142,040 
15 19,589,220 648,880 
19 15,878,180 490,770 
20 15,170,700 481,990 
22 7' 713,020 157 '720 





1 '713, 240 
3,516,620 
5 , 229 , 860 
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PRESS UTILIZATION 
The maximum speed of the single-web presses was given as 1500 ft./min. 
Wi th an allowance for scrap, setup, and maintenance; the maximum monthly 
capacity is 35,773,056 fee t (see Appendix A). Therefore, the percentage 
utilization of each single-web press can be determined as shown in 
Table 9 . 
Since the presses are under uti lized, the number of presses actually 
needed is 
(Maximum Volume of Single-Web Presses)*/Maximum Capacity) 
(126, 590,000 ft ./mo. ) I (35,7 73, 056 ft. /mo . ) 
= 4 Presses. 
Therefore, a minimum of four single-web presses is required. The 
reduction of presses will provide labor savings of $576,840 monthly. 
(see Appendix A, pages 38-39) . 
TABLE 9: PERCENT UTILIZATION OF SINGLE-WEB PRESSES 
No . of Layout Average 100% % 
Press Location Ft./Month Capacity Utilization 
No. Ft . /Month 
02 32 H 12 ,243 , 843 35,773,056 34 
03 32J 15,073,200 35 ,773,056 42 
06 32N 9 ,409,390 35,773,056 26 
07 32R 8,160,360 35,773,056 23 
15 32G 19,589,220 35,773,056 55 
19 32P 15,878,180 35,773,056 44 
20 32I 15,170,700 35 , 773,056 42 
22 320 7' 71 3 ,020 35,773,056 22 
23 32D 8 , 904 , 930 35 ,773,056 25 
*See Table D-1, Appendix D 
IV. PRESENT PRODUCT MIX PROPOSALS 
To improve the material handling of the present plant design, two 
a lternatives are considered: installation of an AGV system, and installa-
tion of a conveyor system. The design of each alternative is discussed 
in the following sections. 
AGV SYSTEM 
The Au tomated Guided Vehicle System (AGVS) is designed to use a 
combination of AGV 1 sand fork trucks. The system includes the 
following advantages: 
1) Provides material handling to and from areas only when needed. 
2) Adapatable to both low and high volume appl ications. 
3) Reduces the number of fork trucks needed (therefore reduces 
annual operationa l cost). 
System Description 
The proposed system in Figure 3 consists of two AGV loops. Both 
loops begin at stations 1 through 4 in the paper storage area . Here, 
f ork trucks load raw material (paper rol ls, packaging material, pa llets, 
MCP, e t c .) onto the AGV' s traveling t o the presses . 
Raw material for presses 1, 4, and 11 are unloaded from the AGV's 
a t stati on 5. A f ork truck with a clamp a ttachment is used to transfe r 
material to each press. Raw ma t er ial for the r emaining presses a r e 
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a clamp attachment unload s the paper rolls from the AGV's. 
Unit loads consisting of cartons of finished printed forms are 
loaded at stations 7 through 9 and 15 through 23. The AGV's are loaded 
by manually operated chain conveyors shown i n Figure 4. Each pick-up 
point is designed with an adjustable platform to allow workers to 
stack cartons on the upper levels of the unit load. After loading , 
the AGV travels to either shipping (station 24) or storage (stations 25 
through 28). 
Six AGV's are required. This is based on the assumpt i on that the 
AGV stops four times on a complete loop (see Appendix B). 
Cost and Savings 
The cost of the proposed system is $699,975. The related savings 
is the reduction of 3(8-5) fork trucks with an annual savings of 
$244,740 ( s ee Appendix C, page 46). 
CONVEYOR SYSTEM 
The present raw material flow is very diversified because of the 
many di fferent sources of raw mat eria l (MCP, stitting , carbon coat i ng , 
paper roll storage, packaging material storage). A unit conveyor 
system would therefore require an intri cate merge and divert system in 
order to route all possible types of raw stock to all possible presses. 
This system would be only justified for high volumes. The present maxi-
mum usage of paper rolls (raw rolls , MCP, coated, stitted) is approxi -
mately 12 rolls per hour (see Appendix B page 41). Therefore, an unit 
conveyor s ystem fo r a raw mate r i al woul d not be pr act i ca l . 
To convey the finished produc t (ca rtons of forms), two possible 
Side View 
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23 
alternatives are feasible: a unit load conveyor or a carton conveyor. 
A carton conveyor allows centralizing all palletizing at one location 
and eliminates the need for helpers at each press. Further, the load 
carrying capacity of the carton conveyor will be considerably less 
than for a unit conveyor. 
System Description 
The selected conveyor system incorporates a computer controlled 
carton conveyor in conjunction with fork trucks. The fork trucks will 
handle all raw material operations while the carton conveyor will 
convey each finished carton to a palletizing area. The proposed system 
is illustrated in Figure 5. 
After the operator seals a carton of forms, it is sent down a 
powered conveyor. The electronic eye at the merger signals to the com-
puter the location of each carton. As each carton is conveyed to the 
spurs, the computer activates the appropriate diverter sending the 
cartons down specific spurs for order accumulation. 
Since the proposed system does not require palletizing at each 
press, less help is needed. Therefore, 13 helpers (one fr om each press) 
can be reduced. 
The maximum volume of cartons bei ng conveyed is: 
(Maximum of Production)* 
monbh ( day ) ( hr. ) I Volume ( 20 days) 24 hr. 60 min. 
(Average Box Weight) 
(5,942,000 lbs.lmonth) ( month } day ) C hr. ) I ( 31 lbs.) 20 days (24 hr. 60 min. 
7 cartons I min. 
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By simulation the number of cartons which can be stacked in a minute 
was determined to be five. Therefore, two of the eliminated helpers 
can be used as stackers. 
Thirteen spurs are provided to allow for a maximum of 13 different 
orders at one time. This·could be reduced if historical information 
on average number of different orders was available. 
Cost and Savings 
The cost of the proposed system includes the system cost (conveyor 
cos t) and the removal of the wall between shipping and production 
(allowing room for the spurs). The total cost is $229,973 (see Appendix C, 
page 47). 
The savings include the reduction of 3(8-5) fork trucks (see 
Appendix F) and reduction press helpers. The total annual savings are 
$929,820 per year (see Appendix C, page 48). 
ECONOHIC COf.iPARISON 
Table 10 compares the cost savings, payback, and present worth of 
the two present produc t mi x alternatives. The conveyor system should 
be chosen because of its more f avorab l e present worth a nd payback. 
TABLE 10: ECONOMIC ANALYSIS - PRESENT PRODUCT MIX 
Total $ Economic Analysis 
Installed Savings Payback Present Worth* 
Alternatives Cost Per Yr. (Yrs.) ( $ ) 
Conveyor Syst em $229,973 $929 ,820 0 . 2 $2 , 886,927 
AGV System $699, 975 $244, 740 2 . 8 $ 120 , 431 
'}Life of 5 yrs. was used based on Accel erated Cost Recovery Sys tem (ACRS) 
V. REDESIGN OF CURRENT SYSTEM 
With the consideration of abandoning all custom work and expanding 
production of computer paper, new material handling and layout designs 
are proposed. The development of the redesigns are described below. 
PRESS CONSIDERATIONS 
There are two alternatives that could be made by the management 
concerning the number of required pres ses: 
1. Keep all present presses and all additional single-web presses 
as needed. (Multi-web presses can be used for s tandard items but a re 
much slower t han single-web presses). 
2. Dispose of all multi-web presses and add all single-web presses. 
It was decided to dispose of all multi-~eb presses for the following 
reasons. 
1. Single-web prod uction s peed is much greater than multi-web. 
2 . It is assumed t hat management has no plan to return to c ustom 
work. 
3 . More flexibility to the increase in production. 
The number of single-web presses requi red f or t he increased pro-
duction was determined to be 14 (see Appendix D) . Therefore five 
additional s ingle presses must be purchased. The new press cost i s not 
i ncluded in the redesign cost, since i t represents a capacity expansion 




Because of the strong departmental relationship, the single-web 
presses should be positioned close to both the raw material storage and 
the finished product warehouse. Therefore, all presses should be 
moved to the present location of the multi-web presses. 
SYSTEM DETERMINATION1 
To determine the most cost effective material handling system, two 
alternatives are considered: 
1) AGV system 
2) Conveyor system. 
Each alternative's description, savings, and cost are discussed below. 
AGV System 
The proposed system in Figure 7 consists of one loop. At stations 
1 and 2, the fork trucks bring the raw materials to the AGV's. The 
raw materials are then taken to the appropr i ate station (3 through 16) 
for unloading. Unloading at each station is accomplished by a fork 
truck with a clamp attachment. 
The AGV's load unit loads at stations 17 through 30. Each pick up 
point is designed a s i n the present product mix alte rnati ve (Figure 4). 
Unit loads ready for shipment are unloaded at station 31 while unit 
loads bound for storage are unloaded at stops 32 through 34. 
l 
The cost of extra presses and fork trucks was not added in this 
anal ysi s. 'Thes e are a ssumed to be added before the material handling 
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Fourteen AGV's are required. This is based upon the assumption 
that each AGV will make four stops during each loop (see Appendix E). 
The proposed system eliminates 3(8-5) fork trucks (see Appendix F). 
The resulting savings are $244,740 per year while the initial cost 
is $1,095,400 (see Appendix C, page 49). 
Conveyor System 
The proposed conveyor system is very similar to the present product 
mix conveyor system. The system is shown in Figure 8. 
The maximum volume of cartons coming down the conveyor is: 
(Maximum Volume of Production) ( month ) ( dav ) c60 h~. )/ 20 days 24 hr. m1n. 
(Average Carton Weight) 
month day hr 
(17,826,000 lbs./month) ( 20 days) C24 hr~ (60 min~/(31 lbs.) 
20 cartons / min. 
Through simulation, time needed to stack five cartons was determined to 
be one minute. Therefore, four stackers are required to stack cartons 
from the spurs. The stackers can be obtained from the elimination of 
14 helpers from the presses. These eliminated helpers are no longer 
required because of the elimination of palletizing at each press. 
The number of fork trucks eliminated is 3(8-5) (see Appendix F). 
Therefore, the total savings (labor and equipment) is $867,550 per year 
while the initial cost is $203,81 2 (see Append ix C, pages 49-50). 
Economic Comparison 
Table 11 compares t he cos~ savings, payback, and present worth for 
the two material handling alternatives. Again, the conveyor system is 
more cost effect ive . 
t> 
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TABLE 11: ECONOMIC ANALYSIS- PROPOSED PRODUCT MIX 
; Tnitial $ Economic Analysi s 
Total Savings Payback Present Worth* 
Alternatives Cost · Per Yr. (Yrs.) ($) 
Conveyor System $ 203,812 $867,550 0.2 $2,704,350 
AGV System $1,095,400 $244,740 4.5 $ 274,994 
*Life of 5 years was based on ACRS. 
VI. SUMMARY 
Printright Inc. and its related material handling and layout 
problems were presented. Between the two present product mix alterna-
tives (addition of AGVS or a conveyor system), a "take-away conveyo r 
system" was chosen. The system has an initial cost of $229,973 while 
its savings and payback were $929,820/yr. and .2 yr. respectively. 
The redesign system included an increase of five single-web presses 
and an addition of a "take away conveyor." The respective initial cost, 
savings, and payback were $203,812, $867,550/yr., and .2 yr. 
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VII. OTHER POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 
Because the development of new material handling systems are based 
upon personal design assumptions and approaches, solutions to Case 2 
will vary. However, some material handlingsystems appear t o be more 
appropriate than others. Some other appropriate systems will be dis-
cussed for each product mix. 
CURRENT PRODUCT MIX 
Since the material sent to the presses comes from many different 
sources (MCP, slitting, carbon coatin~ paper roll storage, packagin& 
material s torage), a unit conveyor transfering raw material (rolls) to 
the presses i s not practical . A system s uch as this woul d be only 
justifiable .for high volumes. 
Another appropriate conveyor system would be a tow-line. Along 
with being adaptable to varying production volumes, a tow-l i ne system 
would decrease aisle blockage. 
PROPOSED PRODUCT MIX 
During t he r edesign process, the present machine utilizat i on s houl d 
be recognized as being low. Therefore, the increase in production will 
only requi re approximately f ive addi tional single-web presses. 
The material handl i ng s ystems a daptable to the r edesign a r e s imilar 
to the present product mix alterna tives. The major difference lies in 
34 
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the inclusion of unit conveyors for the transfer of raw material. This 





REDUCTION OF SINGLE-WEB PRESSES 
37 
CAPACITY/MONTH 
Capacity of Single-web 
Presses (Press Speed) (Conversion to per month) 
= 43,200,000 ft./ month 




= (43,200,000 ft./month) (1 - 5.9%) 
= 40,651,200 ft./month 
= (Capacity Less Scrap) (1 - 12%) 
(40,651,200 ft./month) (1 - 12%) 
= 35 ,773,056 ft./month 
TABLE A-1: REDUCTION IN OPERATORS AND HELPERS 
38 








= (Press Oper ator l abor rate) (No . of Pr ess Opera t ors) 
(Wor king hours/ yr . ) + (Press Helper labor r ate) 







= I 24 hrs. I (13.00 hr.) (5) ( d ) (250 days yr.) ay 
I 24 hrs. I ($10.38 hr.) (3) ( d ) (250 days yr.) ay 





CALCULATION OF NUMBER OF AGV'S REQUIRED 
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RA\-1 MATERIALS CONSIDERATIONS 
TABLE B-1: TOTAL MONTHLY PRESS PRODUCTION ( lb./MONTH) 


















1 '748, 100 
1,572 '700 
1,541,300 






















= (Maximum Production Volume)*** (Roll/Ave~age Height) 
(1 +%Scrap) (Conversion to per hr.) 
(1,774,400 lbs./month) (Roll/1200 lbs. ) (1.059) 
( month ) ( day 
20 days 24 hr.) 
= 4 rolls/hr. 
Single-Web: 
= (Maximum Production Volume)*** (Roll/Average Weight) 
( 1 +% Scrap) (Conversion to per hr.) 
= (4,167,600 lbs ./month) (Roll / 1200 lbs.) ( 1 .059) 
month day 
(20 days ) (24 hr.) 
= 8 roll/hr. 
*These numbers are a summation of columns in Table 2 . 
**Maximum monthly production 
***See Ta ble B-1 
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FINISHED UNIT LOAD CONSIDERATIONS 
TABLE B- 2 : AVERAGE PALLET WEIGHT 
Average Wt. 
Form Size Cartons/Pallet Per Carton ( lbs.) 
14 7/8 X 11 40 43 
14 7/8 X 8 1/2 52 34 
9 7/8 X 11 48 27 
9 1/2 X 11 64 28 
8 1/2 X 11 68 25 
Average Wt . Per Pallet 
No . of Palletized Loads/Hr. 
Multi-web: 
(Tot al Production Volume) (Pallet/ Average Weight)* 










(1,774,400 lbs./month) (Pallet/1,655 lbs.) ( mont h ) ( day ) 
20 days 24 hr. 
3 pallets/hr. 
Singl e-web: 
(Total Production Volume) (Pallet/Average We ight )* 
(Conversion to per hr.) 
month day (4,167, 600 lbs./mont h) (pallet/1,655 lbs.) ( 20 days) C24 hr . > 
= 6 pallets/hr. 
1~Average lbs. pe r pallet is calcul at ed i n Ta ble B- 2 . 
TIME CONSIDERATIONS 
Time and AGV to Complete Loop 
Loop 1: 
Number of Stops 
Loop Distance 
Length of Each Stop 
Total Stopping Time 
Speed of AGV 
Total Time for a Complete 
Cycle 
Loop 2: 
Number of Stops 
Loop Distance 
Length of Each Stop 
Total Stopping Time 
Speed of AGV 






( 4) (5 min.) 20 min. 
200 ft./min.** 
(1,000 ft.)/(200 ft./min.) + 20 min. 
5 min. + 20 min. 
= 25 min. 
4 
= 1,410 ft. 
= 5 min. 
( 4) ( 5 min.) 20 min. 
264 ft./min. 
= (1,410 ft .)/( 200 ft ./mi n.) + 20 min. 
7 min. + 20 min. 
= 27 min. 
**The AGV chosen can handle the maximum load of 1 , 500 lbs. 
t~Ut-'IBER OF AGV ' S DETERMINATION 
Loop 1 
Average Number of Paper Rolls/hr. 
Average Number of Pallets/hr. 
Number of Trips around first loop 
Total Time AGV used/Loop 1 
Loop 2 
Average Number of Paper Rolls/hr. 
Average Number of Pallets/hr. 
Number of trips around Loop 2 
Total t i me AGV used/Loop 2 
Number of AGV's Required 









347 mi n. 
Number of AGV's 347 mi n./60 mi n. / hr . 
= 5.8 hrs. 
= 6 AGV's 
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APPENDIX C* 
INVESTMENT COST AND SAVINGS 
*See Appendix G for Cost Data 
45 
46 
PRESENT PRODUCT MTX 
AGV System 
Cost: 
Cost of Guide Path ($45/ft.) 
Cost of Computer Control 
Unit Cost 
Installation 
Vehicle Cost for 6 Vehic l es ($50, 000/unit) 
Manual Operated Power Loaders 










Reduction of Fork Trucks = 8- 5 = 3 (see Appendix F): 
Annual Savi ngs (Fork Tr uck Operation Cost) ( No. of 
Fo rk Trucks Reduced) 
= ($25,000/ yr.) ( 3) 
= $75,000/yr . 
Reduction of 3 Fork Truck Operators Per Shift: 
Annual Savings 
Tota l Savi ngs 
= (No. of Shifts) (No. of Operators 
Reduced ) (Labor Cost) (Operating Hours) 
(3 ) (3) ($9.43/ hr.) (8 hrs. / day) 
(250 day/yr.) 
$1()9,740/yr . 
(Savings i n Fork Truck Reduction) + 
(Savi ngs in Operator Reduction) 




Remove Wall by Shipping 
($30/hr.) (SO hrs.) 
Conveyor System (24" belt) 
930 ft. Straight Conveyor 
20 ft. Inclined Conveyor 
14 Diverters 
Two 90° Turns 
260 ft. Gravity Roller Conveyor 
Freight Charges (Total Weight= 43 , 590 lbs .) 
Tnstallation (725 hrs.) 
Compressed Air Cost 
Computer Control System 
Field Wiring Cost 
Engineering Cost 















$ 229 ,973 
Savings: 
Reduction of Fork Trucks = 8 - 3 = 3 (see Appendix F) 
Annua l Savings ( $25,000/ yr . ) (3) $75 ,000/ yr . 
Reduction of 3 Fork Truck Operators Per Shift: 
Annual Savings ( No. of Shifts) (No. of Operators 
Reduced ) ( Labor Cost) ( Opera ting 
Hours) 
= (3) ( 3) ( $9. 43/hr.) 
( 8 hrs. /day ) (250 days / yr.) 
$169,740/yr. 
47 
Reduction of ll helpers: 
Annual Savings 
Total $ Savings 
48 
(No. of Shifts) (No . of Helpers ) 
(Labor Cost) (Operating Hours) 
(3) (ll) ($10.38/hr.) 
(8 hrs./day) (250 days/yr.) 
= $685,080/yr. 
$75.000 + $169,740 + $685 , 080 
$929,820 
PROPOSED PRODUCT MTX 
AGV Syst em 
Cost: 
Cos t of Guide Path for 960 ft. 
Cost of Computer Control 
Unit Cost 
Installation 
Vehicle Cost for 14 Vehicles 
Manual Operated Power Loaders 









Reduction of Fork Trucks = 8 - 5 = 3 (see Appendix F) 
Total Savings = $244,740/yr. (seepage 46) 
Conveyor System 
Cost: 
Remove Will by Shipping 
( $30/hr.) (SO hrs.) 
Conveyor System (24" belt ) 
633 Ft. Straight Conveyor 
20 f t. Inclined 
14 Diverters 
Two 90° Turns 
280 ft. Gravity Roller Conveyor 
Freight Charges (Total Weight 36,031 lbs.) 
I nstall ation (580 hrs .) 
Compressed Ai r Cost 
Computer Cont rol System 
Field Wiring 
Engineer i ng Cost 
Tune a nd Test 











26 , 724 
5 ,223 
3,391 
$ 203 ,812 
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Savings: 
Reduction of Fork Trucks 8 - 5 = 3 (see Appendix F) 
Annua l Savings = ($25,00/yr.) (3) = $75,000/yr. 
Reduction of 3 Fork Truck Operators Per Shift: 
Annual Savings 
Reduction of 10 Helpers: 
( No. of Shifts) ( No . of Operators 
Reduced) (Labor Cost) (Operat ing 
Hours) 
(3 ) (3 ) ( $9.43/hr.) (8 hrs./day) 
(250 days/yr.) 
= $169,740/yr. 
Annual Savings (No. of Shifts) ( No. of Helpers ) 
(Labor Cost) (Operating Hours) 
= (3) (10) ($10 . 38/hr.) 
(8 hrs./day) (250 days/yr.) 
= $622,800 




CALCULATION OF NUMBER OF PRESSES NEEDED 
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TABLE D-1: TOTAL MONTHLY PRESS PRODUCTION (ft./month) 
Total 
Month Multi-Web-1'< Single-Web* Production 
January 33,545,700 121,910,000 155,455,700 
February 37,483,600 119,660,000 157,143,600 
March 37,779,300 99,792,300 137,571,600 
April 26,322,400 90,871' 000 117' 193' 400 
May 28,364,500 97,080,000 125,444,500 
June 32,732,638 106,780,000 139,512,640 
July 34,911,900 111,210,000 146,121,900 
August 38,608,100 126,590,000 165,198,100** 
September 33,307,200 121,400,000 154,707,200 
October 31,802,400 121,470,000 153,272,400 
*These tables area summation of columns in Table 1. 
**Current maximum monthly production 
Forecasted Monthly Production 
(ft. /month) 




***See Appendix A 
~HHH~See Table B-1, Appendix B 
= (demand)[(current maximum monthly 
production)(% standard paper 
produced)] 
= (4) [(165,198,100 ft./month)(.75)] 
= 495,594,300 ft./month 
(Forecasted monthly production) / 
(capacity of single-web press)*** 
= (495,594,300 f t./month)/ 
(35,773 ,056 ft./mont h) 
13.9 = 14 presses 
= (demand) [(current maximum monthl y 
production)~}** (% standard paper 
produced ) ] 
= (4) [(5, 942,000 lb./month) (.75)] 
= 17,826 , 000 l bs./month 
APPENDIX E 
CALCULATION OF PROPOSED NUMBER AGV' S 
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MATERIAL FLOW CONSIDERATIONS 
No. of Paper Rolls /Hr. 
(total production volume) ;~ (Roll/average lbs . ) 
( 1 + % scrap) (conversion to hrs.) 
= (17,826,000 lbs./month)(Roll/1200 l bs)(l . 059 ) 
(month) (day ) 
20 days 24 hour 
33 rolls/hr. 
No. of Palletized Loads/hr. 
(total production volume)*(Pallet/average lbs.) 
(conversion to hours) 




23 pallet s /hr. 
TIME FOR AGV TO COMPLETE LOOP 
Number of stops per loop 
Loop Distance 





+ (length of stops)(No. of stops) 
(960 ft./200 ft./min)+(S min)(4) 
4.8 min. + 20 min. 
(hr ) 
24 . 8 mi n 60mi n. 
= .4 hr/cycle 
NO . OF AGV'S NEEDED 
(largest material flow level)/(AGV cyl es/hr) 
(33 rolls /hr . )/(2.42 cycles /hr.) 
14 rolls/cycle, or 
14 AGV's 
*See Appendix D 
APPENDIX F 
NUMBER OF FORK TRUCKS NEEDED 
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The number of fork trucks needed for each alterna tive can be 
estimated by f inding the maximum time required for a f ork truck to 
complete an operation (load or unload). The speed of the fork truck 
i s f ound from manufacturer's literature. 
Travel Speed (Loaded) - 6.8 mph or 598.4 ft. /min 
Travel Speed (Unloaded) - 7.4 mph or 651.2 ft./min 
Lifting Speed (Loaded) - 51.2 ft./min 
Lifting Speed (Unloaded) - 66.9 ft./mi n 
The maximum di s tance traveled by a fork truck i s approxima ted 
below: 
For Roll Storage - 160 feet 
For Finish Product Warehouse - 200 feet 
Distance Between Presses - 320 feet 
For Shipping - 100 feet 
The maximum lifting height is shown below: 
For Roll Storage - 15 feet 
For Loading AGV's 3 feet 
For Finished Product 
Storage - 20 feet 
For Pallets on the floor 2 feet 
Therefore, the above data can be used to find the approximate 
maximum time needed for each operation. For exampl~ the time required 
to lift with a load (getting a paper roll). 
(maximum height)(maximum speed loaded) 
= (15 feet)(51.2 feet/min.) = .29 min. 
These time calculat ions are tabulated f or all alternatives in 
Table F-1, F-2, F-3, and F-4. 
Eadhoperation of the fork truck in the process of l oading and 
unloading from one point (point 1) to another (point 2) is totaled 
57 
in column 10 . The total time is compared with time between loads 
needed for loading or unloading (column 11). By comparing columns 10 
and 11, the approximate number of forks trucks needed can be estimated . 
One extra truck is added to each system for a backup. 
TABLE F-1: NUMBER OF TRUCKS NEEDED FOR AGV'S FOR PRESENT PRODUCT MIX 
Time at Point 1 Time at Point 2 Trave l Time 
Location Point Point Lifting Lifting Lifting Lifting f rom 1 to 2 Total Bet\veen No . of 
1 2 Time Time Time Time Time Loads f or Trucks 
Without With Without With Wi thout lvith Loading or Needed 
Load Load Load Load Load Load Unloading 
Roll AGV Max .03 . 04 .29 .22 .25 . 27 1.10 
Storage stop Dis t 
1 t o 
stock 
Roll AGV Max .03 .04 .29 .22 . 31 . 33 1. 22 4 min . 1 
Storage Stop Dist 
2&3 to 
stock 
Roll AGV AGV -- -- - - -- .49 . 53 1.02 
Storage Stop 2&3 
1 
Produc- At Max .03 .04 .03 .04 .49 . 49 1.12 5.45 min 1 
tion any Dist 
Area press to 
(for Next 
rolls) Press 
Ship- AGV Max .04 . 06 . 04 .06 . 15 .17 .52 9 .71 mi n 1 











































Trave l Time 
from l to 2 
Without With 
Load Load 





Loads fo r 
Load ing or 
Unloading 
19 .23 min 
Extra 
Total 








TABLE F-2 : NUMBER OF TRUCKS NEEDED FOR CONVEYOR SYSTEM FOR PRESENT PRODUCT MIX 
Time at...Point_l_ 
Location Point Point Lifting Lifting 
l 2 Time Time 
Without With 
Load Load 
Shipping Spur Max. .03 .04 










Lifting from l to 2 Total Bet\veen No . of 
Time Time Loads f or Trucks 
With Without With Loading or Needed 
Load Load Load Unloading 
.39 .36 .4 1.52 9 min. l 
All trucks with clamp attachments should 
be kept since conveyor system does not 





TABLE F-3: NUMBER OF TRUCKS NEEDED FOR AGVS FOR REDESIGN 
Time at Point 1 Time at Point 2 Travel Time 
Location Point Point Lifting Lifting Lifting L1ft1ng from 1 to 2 Total Between No . of 
1 2 Time Time Time Time Time Loads fo r Trucks 
Without With Without With Wi t hout With Loading or Needed 
Load Load Load Load Load Load Unloading 
Roll AGV Max .03 .04 .29 .22 .25 .27 1.10 2 min 1 
Storage Stop dist min 
1 to 
stock 
Produc- At Max .03 .04 .03 .04 .49 .49 1. 12 2 min 1 
tion any dist min 




Shipping AGV Max .03 .04 .03 .04 .15 . 17 .46 5 min 1 




Ware- AGV Max .03 .04 .3 .39 .23 .25 1. 24 7.5 min 1 




Extra 1 0\ 
Total 5 ...... 
TABLE F-4: NUMBER OF TRUCKS REQUIRED FOR CONVEYER SYSTEM FOR REDESIGN 
Time at Point 1 
Location Point Point Lifting Lifting 
1 2 Time Time 
Without With 
Load Load 
Shippi ng Spur Max .03 .04 










Lifting fr om 1 to 2 Tota l Bet\veen 
Time Time Loads for 
With Without i.Jith Loading or 
Load Load Load Unloading 
.39 .36 .4 1.52 3 min 
All trucks with clamp attachment 
should be kept since conveyor 














Svstems Cunfi aurJtion 
CIJss icall y t his fol lows the .!venue of the three 
primary innov ation ~ ethods: 
• Creati vity ~hrough technology synthesis 
- fur excmpl ~. putting :<no·"n ·,ire- ·3uidance 
principles to ~nown ~ark truck aesi~ns . 
• Creativity through deductive ~ethodologies 
- for example, to have oi think-tank-te~ 
arri~e at the best facility design by 
"cross - po IIi nat ion" ·,n i 1 e fa llowing 
estaol ished innovation goals along also 
defined innovation parameters 
• Creativity through idea sparks 
- for example, scme or' ::a ison' s 
accompli snments 
.,.,hich, howe~er , availed themselves and •,e re 
inspired by the haopy blend uf really all 
three of these creat;., ity exercises. 
XII) COST CONS/JJERATIOIIS 
:·lOST COSTI.~G i'OR iRA.~SPORT SYSE1·!SSC:~'/ C: S THE 
! ~I !TI~L Pt.:R POSC: OF ESTAcUSrW:G FEAS I3 !U TY ArlO 
CC~!PA?.ATI'/E CAPITAL EXPEIIO!TURE :.NO OP ERA i!IIG COSTS 
TO ArtRI'/E AT A VALUAT ION GF A PRO.jECT. 
fO THIS C:IID eALL P.OR:< C:STI.'1ATES of 10%- 20% acc uracy 
1 evel s are accepteb le and a 1979 (Feoruary i'odern 
Mater ials Handling ~agazine article by Jon ~il tsE 
of Syr ~cuse, IIY) wi 11 serve as base-pr ic ino-data· 
though updated and appropriat ed to this pa ~er . ' 
OVERYIE'..t COST COtiSIOE?AT!ONS 
1. Conveyor equ i f:l.le nt - s 
2. Freight - s 
3. i'!ec han i c a 1 ins t a 11 at ion - s 
4. Air piping - s 
5. Controls - s 
o). F i e I rJ wi r i ng - s 
7. Engineering - s 
8. Tune and test - s 
1. CO~I VE'IGR EQU I Pt~ENT COST 
The ecuipment represent s the costliest part of any 
system. Because of thi s you can s imply determine 
the sys •em price and mu lt i ply it by 2.4. 
!t t akes only a 1 ittl e more time to go thro uoh all 
eight cate']cries to get •,o~i th jn lO~ of the ~ctual 
pric<: . 
The equi pment cost includes two major factors: The 
base cost, which Includes the drive unit; and a 
totJI leng th cost. To get the t'>~O, you fir s t 
multiply the "per-ft. of length" cost by the length 
of ~he ;Jroposed conveyor in feet . Then you add 
tha t figu re to the "per conveyor" co st , which i s 
the b~se cost . Use the tables, or curves, shown 
here for the >pecific type of oackage-hanaling or 
unit-lo ad conveyor considered . 
Us ually, there are ane or illO re ex tras ·IIIlich ~dd to 
the cost of the conveyor equipment. These Jre 
listed in the tabl es anrJ inci•Jde: turn s c ur•1es 
verti cal conveyors, trans fers, turntabl e~. pa lle~ 
loaders, safe t y railings , and cJtwal ~s fo r 
conveyors mo unt ed ov erhead. 
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'tie are dealing ·,i::n po·.e red conveyors ner::, nor. 
g r a•J i t :' f I ow. 
illl co·,;ts are 1:?33 first hal f costs, :'r~m ~hen 
i nd a.~-·JP for ;nf l ~ticn 'J y fnoustrial 'hilolesal : 
f ndic ~s or an a~er~~e of these ~nree pr ccuc~ co~e s 
usually I is t .:d by ::he U.S . Oapartme:nt oJf !_ ~bor 
Wholesal e ?r ic~ fndex : JC97, Fab r icated Structur al 
Metal ?roouc ts; JLC6, Electrical ~achinery 1nd 
Equipment; ana 3104, :;aneral ?•Jrpose >tachin<:ry ~nd 
Equi;:;ment. Avera~e the increase in all three <Jf 
these coaes to get your inflation :r.ultipl i<:r. 
Packaae-Handl i~c Conve yoJrs (Loads 500 !~s . oJr le s s) 
instal-
lHi on 





(Hrs . l (Lbs . l 
Level belt conveyors or 
inc 1 i ne/ dec 1 i ne be I t 
conveyors not exceeoing 
a 2ft. rise in 10ft. 
Pet conveyor .••. . ...... S1, 200 . 00 6 
Pet· ft . of lP.ngth.. .... 50.00 O.J 
fncli!!e/decline bel t 
co~vcyors or mete ring 
and spacing belts. 
?er conveyor . .. . ... . .. . 2, 200.00 12 
Per ft . of horizontal 
length .... . . .. .. . ... .. 60.CO 0. 4 
Bell driven live roll:r 
conveyor or acci.Jl1ulation 
cootveyor . 
P~r conveyor .......... . 
Per f t. of 1 eng th . .... . 
Grav it j conveyor, r 31ler 
or s k ate whee 1 . 
Per ft. of length . . ... . 
Each merge or divert. 
Power~d . . . ....•........ 
Gravity ... .... .....•... 
Each horizontal turn. 
Poweroed .... . .......•.. . 
Gravity . . ......... , ... . 
Chain driven l iv e roller 
conveyor . 
Per conveyer .... . ..... . 
Per ft. of length ... . . . 
Chain drive live roller 
1, 5GO.CO 9 
70.00 0 .4 
25 . 00 0.2 
2,500.CO 16 
600.00 6 




curve..... . .. . . ... . ... . . 1,300.00 8 
.Ver tical conveyor, rec i-
procating or continuous. 40, 000.00 24 
Automatic pa11et loader/ 
unit i zer 
Simple line fe ed . .. ... . 88 ,000.00 48 


















( 2ll F.O . B. Supplier' s factor y ( Equ ipment cos t s are basad on 24-inch wi de 
conv eyors . For nar rower conveyors, ded uct 10~ 
(0. 90 ;nul tip ! i.er). For ·,.ider conveyors, add 
12~ (1.12 multipli er ). 
1Hanelt, Henry. "Conveyors and Related Equipment." Paper presented 
at Advance Institute (MHI) for Material Handling Teachers Conference , 
Auburn University, June 1983. 
Ty~~ ~' Con>~ei'or 
ar ::u:cmen: 
T-... c s~r ~na :~1 in cJ nv~y.Jr 
.=~r conv~}O r .. ... ... . . . 
?~~ ft. of convey~r ... . 
Three s:rJnd C~din 
c Jn't ~ JOr 
?~r :en>~ eyor .......... . 
?~!"' f:. of conveyor ... . 
c;,~ln ::rh:n lhe roll~r 
c.:n·,e:,or 
?~ r con·' ~:,or .. . ... .... . 
?a~ ft . of conveyor ... . 
r.:~·,;~d:.rt :; gravity raller 
·c Jnv.:y0 r 
?e r ~ ~ . o f co nv ~ yo r .... 
..l.c c· .... ~ul:::on zen: , cer 
un1 t loc·J ... .. .. .. .. ... . 
'l~rtiol c:mveyo r , 12 to 
:3 ft. <!v~rc:~e 
?er c:nv e:,o r . . .. .. ... . . 
P ~r conve yor ~ith fire 
door s .... . ........... . 
Tr ~n sf~ r c~r . ,, it~ 
po·.e ~ed con•,e:,or . ...... . 
Turnt ~s 1., , ·,;i th_ ~o ·-e red 
ccnv .::,o r .. ..... ... •. .. . . 
Ch~ ; n driven 1 ;.,e roller 
cur·1e .... . ...... . . ... .. . 
E~c~ ~er~~ or d;vert . . . .. 







200 . CO 
20 .00 
Ins t 1 I -








1, 200 .00 3 
42,CCO. GO 220 
39,000.00 2~0 
8, coo.co 4Q 
8 , 000.00 24 
6,000 .00 16 
4,000.(10 5 
Pillet dis~2ns.:r/collector 12,000 .00 24 
Other ecui;;~ent 
Con·,e ·,or ·,;al ~-over ...... . 
r:r< ~r~C1< O•.;.ilper. 0 •••• •• 
Safety railing, ~er f~ ... 
]')-inch -c~:: ·,;al~ 
Guide r~il, one side, 
per ft . ...... . ... . ... . 
G~· ice r~ i 1, both s i d~s, 
p~ r f~ . . . ... . . . . ..... . 
Scre:n gueds ( spi 11 
guud), per ft. .... . .. . . 
1' 000.00 4 
300 .co 1 
so. 00 0. 2 
120.00 0. 4 
ZCO . QO 0.~ 
30. co 0 . 4 
F.O .B. Suppli er's factory 
·~· ~ lt] n':. 






















( 2) Costs ~ re based on ccnve yi ng .l JQ by 48 inch 
2. 
pallet. If the loads are 60 ; nc~es ~ide ~r 
more, c:dd 10::: (1.10 r.lul tip l i'!r) to the price. 
There is no price reouc t 1cn fo r smaller 
canve yors. 
r~E[G;;T CHARGES 
Freiqn~ cn~r'3i!S u e bas2-.J on the tota l ·,.~i'3h t of 
tr. e c onv ~ yor ~ aui~ment, g iven in t he t~bl~s fo r 
e '"~i ~ment costs. 
lJse 21J , ·JOO lbs . as ~ typical cr uc~ locd, ~nd s et 
t~" freign t rJt2, from the ex peo:~e'J sup;~ I ier' s 
pi ~nt, fr cm your trdffic C:epartr.:cn t. 
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In ')oen.,rJI , i r <;• :n r .Jti!S .< I ! I •.:o .!S ;,, ,Jtl ·1S ll 5.00 
huii·Jr-:d - ~t!l(]llt ( ·. r. ) . •) r uo :o s,; .::oo fl) r d lo~J 
'liP. lghi "'! zo:uoo :J>. 
J. ::::CI'A:IIC.\L l:iST.!LL;.T!Q11 
i n 1s f~ctor c .; n !Ct:ount r•y .Js -r.ucn J> 23:: .Jf r.'le 
t otJI S/SU:n ~ost . It .:!;a:nc;'0n the nur:1o ~r of 
tr-Jns fy ca.=:; , t r;r~t~o i -os, 'r.d ·Jthe r ~J;;e s of 
2'lUi~m.:nt reaulr!;d in t~. e system. 
Tyoir.al ins~~ llat ion t i:n.;s Jre gi·, en_ _in ~ h e 
::qui!Jment C•JS t Tao l~s. The hour ly n:;•Jr ~ -;w en is 
fo r both the "per coMeyor" 1 istir.g ~na t~e " per 
ft . of con'IC:yo r .'' i·!ult:pJ~, ~he "ce ~ ft. 'Jf 
conveyor " t 1me by the I eng::~ of the co""~YO~". ihen 
add tha t fig•Jr c t o :he "pe r conveyo r " time . 
Y~u !lso ~ ave ~o incluC:e : ~ e time re~uir~~ t o 
unlodd tne <::)nve;o r -:ou : o-:1~nt on JOUr CCC'{ ::.nd f!'.O '' e 
l t ~a ~he ~o l n t J f ins~.!li-!ticn 1n ::he pl ~nt. A 
t ypical figure for this is ~6 :nannour> pe r tr ue~. 
or ~bout 4 m~nnours ~er ton 0f eoui~ment. A labo,-
,. a te of S 3 5 . GO d n hour ·~~ i I I s u f f ice . 
Three tr~des a r~ i ~vol•ed in ~ost ~ecn!nical 
c on·:e·tcr ins:~lla t ions: :·'il 1-nrignts , irar. ·.-or~2rs, 
and oi pe fitters. 'fou sho•;io cheo::< '"'i':: e local 
inst~llo:r for er e ·, siz-:s . so.::·:i1l r eau• r~:nF.nts such 
as ~het her or no t ! . non - ~or~ing supe~v isor is 
neede-d, ~no ho ur l y labo r r~t~s. For esti:n~ting 
purpo ses, the .535. 00 p:r mannour r ete c~n je useo 
here, t oo . 
!t cast s signi f ic~n ~ !:t mo r e ~o <;usp.:nd a conveyor 
ov erne ad than i t do~s to mount it on l egs an the 
floor, e~peci a ll y ,;hen a superstro;c~ur ~ an:l ~rus:;e s 
are ne.:ded . Usu ally~ for '<~ru:~ is neec:'.J :o 1 i f t 
the conv~vor se: t ions into place. :.1u1~1ply 
o·1erhe:o install at i on by 1.5 x floormounted 
equ 1 pment . 
Rem·~:nber, a separat2 truck c oe r ato,. ·,; ill be need~o:l 
if l.he mill ·,.,rights are ~ot c:ual i fieo to 0perat;: t h ~ 
truck. And if the true!< is not d'i dilable in ::he 
pi ant, you sho ul d add the cost of r~nt i ng one. A 
typical truc k rental cost is 5750. 00 a rronth . 
4. AI?. PlPlNG 
Install i ng ccmpres sed-ai r lines bri ngs three cos :s 
into consid2 r ation : The cos~ o f e ~c h feea e~- l in ~ 
tap fr cm the main air line t hat's mounteo >Jv erhe~d. 
each subsystem dro p from t he ov t:rh~ ~Cl uo ::a the · 
conve ·,or and the air line ·~nich r~ns along th2 
conveyor ' t o e ac h d i r-oper at ed :J ev ice . 
You mu s t con s ide r tloth the eouipment <:ost and t he 
cost of ins t all a t ion tim?.. aor~ cost; are giVen ; n 
the Air-Line Equi p~ent Co st t~b le. 
TI1e cost of a feeder-line tao f r cm the ove r head 
main line inc ludes t he use o f bl~ck i r~n pice wi th 
we l ded fittir.os . There's~ bJS~ cost for bot h 
equi~'lllent and-i n s t a ll ~ t i on tim~ . To the b~se cost, 
JO U add the "pe r ft . of length" figure mul tip I i ~d 
times the length in feet . 
The cost of a sub s ystem droo is done- ti me 
fi g ure , pe r droo. C:~ch drop is !:l~Oe of co poe r 
tubing with so l de r ed fittings. ln c l ud ~~ i n t he 
co st is a m ~in shut-af f v~\-1<: , a drai n <:o·,m wit h 
bl~o:d- o f f v~\oie, a fi lter ·,;it h ~utam~tic dra in, a 
pr~s > ure regul ~tor , ~nd a Ia·" a ir pressure saf e t y 
s· .. i t c h. 
fh~ air-supply line ·,hi(' ···;n > Jl ~ nc) c~:~ C'lll-
.,~)cr to ~!C h a ir-ooer~t~u df.·, i ce also h.!S .J ~HS <.! 
~ou 1 ~r.1~nt cu st Jna ~ "pt!r· :<:. c, f :.:ng<:~" cos<: . 
,lqnn , y:>u r,u\t ipl:t the "!=e' r't. ::~f l.:n<; c:'l" fir, tJr~ 
oy t ~':! I ~nc; t h in r-=et Jnd ~cd : ~e resu 1: co <:1 ~ 
~~s: figu~~ -
A 1 ~ ... 1 i ne runs ..! I onrJ the conv ~ J•o:- :r: ~c!~ ~ or r:o c:~,.. 
:~o 1r.g ·•ith solu ~rea rit::ir.gs. S:r!os !re i nclJJea 
~o ~t~.!Cn th~ ~:.Jblng to thP. t:~n·:-::;o r 5•.;oco::: ~ ln 
~r!-::tic!l locations. ·:~as~ or pipin? frc;n t h~ 11din 
" ' " ! re :Ot;::>\:-:J o:o :h.: 'ldh~ s of ~.he 1ir :.:·Jices by 
;JU S-1-luc:.; fi:::1ngs, ·Nith supper~ clc.t:1ps. 
Fe ~-=~,.. ~ 1 n:: L!p 
a~se Cos t ...... .. ...... . 
?~r r: . of l~nr, :h ...... . 
s~osyst:on Oroo, e ach ...... 
air Su~o l y L!r..: , 
:.:~h Ai ,-. 'J e ·1 ~ C2 . ...... . . 




65\l . CO 
53G. 00 
10. 00 
!nst a 11 
Tim e 






Cor. ~ro ls represen t on~-~ ime costs wnich aool y to 
boc~ pack age-nan:\ i ng 1nd •Jn i t- loao con·,f!yor s . If 
a ·mit-load conve:,or is to ~e used ·~i th d n ig h-
rise stor~ge syst=n, a progr.:m:~abl e con tra ll:r ·Hi 11 
be requi r :1 to cor.tr:::l t he 'T.O''~.:nt of the lo!as. 
Tile! IJuot : d ciJs<: ,_ in t!'le iypi~J I Contr"Jls Costs 
t aol~. of S?.2 , CGQ.OO 'or d procr~~mable cont~oll er 
inc l ·~Jes t>o~n ;Jro9ra:rmi ng anG In s~al l a<: ion as ·~e ll 
GS ~qui~ment cost. 
i:,<Jiol C.Jn tr0ls Casts- l nstall~c. llot '.liro:d 
P0r:ion of Sys~em ContriJlled 
F I.: ~ rate fer total system .......... . 
E :c'1 Con•Jeyor in syst?.ll, aad-on ... . •. 
: :ci' Tr:nsfer , ~dd- on .............. . . 
Eac•1 Pushbutton, Lcnyar1, ~ tc., 
<·Jd-on ... , . , ...... . ..... , .•. , .. ... . 
Eccn Progr znm able Controller, aod-on. 
6. rtE~9 '.1[2 r:iG CCST 
s 
10,000 . 00 
800 . 00 
2 ,000 . 00 
6CO. CO 
22,000.00 
Fi -: ld ·Niring, on th~ avo:rage, account; for 16:: o f 
the CJ s t 0f t he tot!\ sys t e~ . For raugh estimat ing 
)ur;IJses, you can simply sur.~ up the C:Jsts i n 
cc~ e:ori es 1 through 5 ar.d add a figure e qual to 
16:: of the total . For b~st acctJr ccy, ~.o ·~ev ~r , yo u 
sh0uld do it agair. after ;iou havo: addo;:d in the cost 
of czte-:o:- i ~s 7 and a. The cos t s of 7 and 8 are 
also r epresenteo by percentages of the total system 
cost. 
Ur.c~r engine2rl :1g, t·.•o costs a r~ l n•Jo \oi e1 . One i s 
.necnan l ca l o:ng ;n!!!! ring , ana is ~ Js ~d ~n ~he 
cc r.·,eyor ~au i ~r.1ent c:Jst, as a perc ent~~e . Tne 
~e rc!ntaae · is 6 ~ of the conve ¥or t:Guic~ent cos t 
F. 0 .3 . the supp\1er ' s plant.· 
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l llt: se,: l)nU r:0 ~ ~ it; .; 1 ~ · : ·~ ... . .. : ~ -: " : fl ,:: e,. i~.,, ~ , ~ r ' s ! 
: :, , ~h ~ : · ... (1 (':' ':':.'; f unct i 0n 0r" t!1e •:oncr J ij ... . , l '· · 
are c J lc u 1 at ed ana acd o:•J to the o t ,J 1 s y~ t <Jn cos t . 
Th i s ld~t ~dt•~']tJr y c.~n :).: ;:>l""neo ~ t) 11n c;1 ~c i / OJ 
~du1r.c; d f i <;IJr.:: -:c•Jc! co 2 ~~ ·if tn~ tot~ l s; s:::!il 
cost 'o tn~t : (Hal ;ys: =n -::ost. ,:,no ~nat' ; it: 
•ou' re done ~ith ~ he job. 
.... .. excep t, if you dre your o·Nn proj-<CC ~anag er 
or hire an outside firm . .. . . . 
aod-on 15 ': ?raj e-:t :1-.n-!ao:'nen t ~o or o:;erl 'J 11a~ag e 
the praj~c: . Do thi-; sane, if :IOU dr"! jOUr IJ'nn , '! S 
you ·~ill indeed incur ~h i s cost. 
R ~?·:£ ."SE~. this is a S...;LL?q:< O:lU, for ;:roj ec : 
e•,aluation cnly. A aualif i -=1 sucoii:r ;.n:l n~'''" tJ 
prooos.: your sys:~ as a f i f'Tll flled prir:e oroposa i , 
yet. 
To ccmpare a\ ternat-: crc: nsaon eaui j:::n.:~t des:: rib~'J 
in p r evious cnaoters , use the fol lo~ins, or 0b:a i n 
pri cing frcm ·Je nrJo rs, if :,'Ou fincl these prices 
dis ~g~o: e ~blf'. 
AG'IS J Smar~ 'lehiclei : 
ea~ic Vehicle-
Li ft-Lo ·~ .: r Deck 
Guinepath 
Basic Ccrr.pu ter Co nt~o 1 
Sys~e!ll, i nc!. nardwar e 
l. Su ft,..ar e 
D2~0si<: St ands Ni th 
I . S. l, ',./i ring 
For< li ft Truck ; : 
Ba;e V~hicle, El . ·11ith 
Battery ~ Charger 
COST CF OPERATOR, al 1 
burciens incl. 
DSB .. Monorai 1: 
Basic Vehicle 
Gui depath ~ith o~n 
Support Steel fr:;m 
appropriate Ceiling , . 
inc 1 . :l~ t t i ng 
Lift/lowP r Oe~ice 
to Pl ace/Pi c~-Up 
ladd s 
Pi ck - :Jp and Deli very 
Stands '"ith L.S. 
· and ili r ing 
Base C0mput.:r Con trol 
Sys t Em 
S 50, 0C0 h n i : 
s 4;i/ft. 
S120,COO / :~. sysc:.-n 
s 1, 200 
S <12,000 / uni t 
s 32,000/yr' 
3, 6CO/o:ac h 
s 150/ft. 
S 14, 000/ eac!'l 
1, 200/eac h 
S120, 000/ ~ a . sys t~ 
Computer Con trol Hara~~re and Soft~are ma y be an 
add-on to conveyor s:ts t £'rns if comp l o:x fu nniuns 
suc h as sorta t iun are i ncorpora t ed . 5-<e a\ so 
Contro ls Section XIV. 
clast of these just :f icJt ion to pi c; app ly to any 
single trans port syst~. eso~c1all:t ·,.-nen t!'l~c 
sys t=n is par t of an integ r a t ed S tar~g.: end 
:J1s <: r 1Dut ion or fl:~ibl e man u f :ctunng s y; tem . 
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I. NOTES TO THE INSTRUCTOR 
OVERVIEW 
At the ons et of a project, an industrial engineer usually has only 
a general understanding of the system and the problem to be studied. 
He frequently does not have any required informati on provided t o him. 
Therefore , he must decide what data should be collected . In order to 
identify this information, he must develop an approach to solving the 
problem, "a plan of action. II Even though the required information is 
identified, the information may not be in the format pref erred. 
Therefore, a realistic problem solving process is two-fold. First, 
the analystmust develop an approach to solving the problem and identify 
what information is needed. Second, the analyst must utilize the avail-
able information obtained to construct a viable solution to the problem. 
The Diecaster case study tries to expose students to this two-fold 
problem solving process. The case study first introduces the general 
description of the production system. It then forces the students to 
develop a plan of action for solving the problem. Through this process , 
the required information can be identified. Following the plan of 
action, the students "discover" t he need for particula r inf ormation . 
Students utilize an Information Request Form (see Statement of 
Problem, Exhibit F) to request specific information throughout their 
analysis. When the instructor is convinced tha t the student have 
proved a reasonable need to know, the information requested (or related 
information in a different format) should be provided from the general 
l 
2 
collection of data (provided with the case). 
INFORMATION TO THE INSTRUCTOR 
Before using this case study, the instructor should be aware that 
students would benefit if they were at least familiar with general manu-
facturing processes. A glossary is used to introduce unfamiliar terms 
as well as problem specific terminology (shop talk). However, a basic 
unders tanding of forecasting is needed in this case study. 
In order for an effective learning experience to take place, the 
instructor must be prudent in releasing the provided collection of data. 
The ins tructor should release the information only when convinced the 
s tudents need this information as exemplified by t heir plan of action. 
There are two reasons for developing this case study with the 
r equirement that students must prove a need for data . First, the alter-
native of providing all data to the students at the beginning not only 
tends to overwhelm and confuse them, it limits or otherwise hinders 
their creative approach to the problem ("if this is th.e only data we 
have, then we can only do this"). Second, data is seldom readily 
available since industrial data cost both time and money to collect. 
The following section, Statement of the Problem, is intended to 
be handed out to the student (or student groups) as the "Assignment." 
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
INTRODUCTION 
Diecaster Inc., a manufacturer of zinc, magnesium, and aluminum 
automotive diecastings, operates three plants in a small community. 
The magnesium plant, the first plant built, is near the center of t own 
whi le the other two plants, aluminum and zinc, are located on the edge 
of town. A warehouse containing both finished goods and general sup-
plies is also located at a separate location. A sketch of the general 
location of each facility is provided in Exhibit A. 
In the zinc and magnesium plants, the manufacturing process is 
basically composed of the following operations: diecasting, trim or 
tumble, inspection, secondary machi ning , and packing. Secondary machin-
ing operations are required to finish the castings to the desired work 
specifications andquality. Examples of these operations are buffing, 
deburri ng, washing, drilling, and reaming. 
In contrast, the aluminum plant does not have a basic material flow 
pattern since different parts require a wide variety of machining 
operations. Therefore , secondary machining dominates the materia l f low 
pattern. 
The current site of the aluminum and zinc plants is shown in 
Exhibit B. Exhibits C, D, and E show the detail l ayouts of the a lumi-
num, zinc , and magnesium plants respectivel y. 
3 
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EXIII HIT C: /\Llii'1IN1i}1 PLANT LAYOUT 
l.r'J',Cntl 
1. Le3k Test ( ~857) 
2. Roell . D0.rl . Drill 
( ~8 57) 
3. Vers~ -m~te (~85 7) 
4, Dri ll (loR60) 
5. Drill( t.fll 3) 
6 . Dril l ( Lo84 J) 
7. Dri l l/Tap(4838 , 4 1 ) 
8. Dr. il l /T;-t p ( Put t inr. 
In Insert s ) (484 1 ) 
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EXHIBIT E: MAGNESIUM PLANT LAYOUT 
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CURRENT SYSTEM PROBLEMS 
Because of recent business growth, t he present area, expecially 
secondary machining , is inadequate. Although both zinc and magnesium 
plants secondary machininghas increased, the aluminum plant's secondary 
~g growth has been more prominen t . Along with secondary machining, 
all production and non-production (finished goods warehouse, office, 
personnel) space requirements are expected to increase in the future. 
In relation to the above problem , management has both short-term 
and long-term concerns. The short term problem focuses on the immediate 
inadequacy of secondary machining space, while the long-term concern 
deals with the ac tions required periodically to assure adequate facili-
ties to the year 2000. 
ASSIGNMENT 
Based upon the limited description provided, you are to develop 
a plan of action for approaching both management concerns (see Current 
System Problems). Through this effort, specific information which you 
feel is necessary to solve the problem is to be identified. 
To ascertain if this information is available or not, you should 
complete an Information Request Form (see Exhibit F) and submit it to 
your instructor. As indicated on the form, you are to r elate how the 
data you request conforms to your plan of action. This is done to 
justify your perceived need for this type of information consistent 
with your analysis (as evidenced by your plan of action.) 
It is suggested that you do not r equest a large amount of informa-
tion at once, but rather, submit your requests on an "as you go" basis 
while performing your analysis. 




Request Date ______ _ -------------
Team No . Comments: 
State what information you seek: 
Describe how this information relates to your plan of action: 
ll 
When convinced that your r equest is justified, t he instructor will 
r elease to you the i nformation he has . There i s no assurance that the 
data available is what you s pecifically requested . However , you will 
be provided with r el a t ed information, if it is available. 
Therefore, the challenge i s two-fold. First, you must develop an 
approach to solving the pr oblem and ident ify what information is needed. 
Second, you must utilize the available information obtained to construct 
a solution to t he stated problem. 
You are to prepare a report which includes your analysis and 
recommendations . Your report s hould be presented in a professional 
manner. Your instructor will provide you with a set of guidelines for 
r eport preparation. 
III. PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
KNOWN INFORMATION 
Presently, only general information is known about Diecaster . This 
i ncludes: 
1. the general location of each plant, 
2. the principal products manufactured, 
3. the layout of each plant, and 
4. 'the two management concerns. 
UNKNOWN INFORMATION 
The unknown information includes the following : 
1. production figures (historical, present, and predicted), 
2 . where expansions ca n be made , 
3. the type material handling used, 
4. producti on capacities of the casters , and 
5. routings of the mater ial. 
PLAN OF ACTION 
Based upon the l i mited description provided, a plan of action for 
approaching management concerns must be developed . Since the process 
of determining a feasible solution depends directly on the information 
available , t he plan of action i s constructed in flow chart f orm as 
shown in Figure 1 . 
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PLAN OF ACTION 
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concerning unknown inf ormation or limitations to the system. In order 
to make a decision, a request for related unknown information is made 
(Information Request Form is submitted.) 
IV. POSSIBLE SOLUTION 
PRESENT SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
In determining a solution to management' s short term concerns, the 
present material flow is analyzed. The requested information which will 
be used is: 
1. Pareto Analysis of Production (Appendix A), 
2. Production Routings ( Appendix B), 
3. Unit Load Data (Appendix D), and 
4. Material Transfer Distances (Appendix E). 
Production Routings 
This analysis begins with the determination of the production 
flow through each plant. To facilitate this process, string diagrams 
are developed for each production routing (see Appendix B) : 
First, Figure B-1 (Appendi x B) illustrates zinc's production flow 
is principally from casting to trim or tumble, to inspection, and to 
pack. The production routings of each type of zinc caster are depicted 
in Figures B- 2 , B-3, and B- 4. Dynacast part's (Figure B- 2) primary 
production fl ow is from casting to tumble, to inspection , and to pack. 
The Cleveland parts (Figure B-3) flow from casting to trim, t o inspec-
tion , and to pack with a large variety of secondary operations. B&T/HPM 
parts (Figure B-4) flow primarily from casti ng , to trim, to i nspect, 
and to pack . 
The major production flow for magnesium as shown in Fi gure B-5 is 
15 
f rom casting to trim, to inspection, and to pack . Also, the major 
secondary operation flow is from rotoblast to chromate/wash/dry and to 
inspection. 
In Figure B-6, aluminum parts do not have a specific production 
flow. Along with wash/dry and inspection , the secondary operations 
dominate the flow. 
In summary, three classes of production flow are present. 
1. Primarily direct flow (zinc dynacast, zinc HPM/B&T, magnesium ) 
2. Moderate machining requirements (zinc cleveland) 
3. Diverse production flow (aluminum). 
Material Handling Analysis 
Using the pareto analysis, production routings, unit load data 
(Appendix D), and the material transfer distances ( Appendix E); the 
present material transfer requirements can be estimated as shown in 
Table 1 (see calculations in Appendix F). 
The second half of 1984 and the second half of 1986 for magnesium 
and aluminum illustrate the short term increases in material transfer. 
In contrast, only 1985 is shown for zinc (pareto parts) because of the 
limited change in material transfer requirements. 
From the above analysis, aluminum shows the largest increase in 
production volume and material transfer requirements. Also magnesium 
shows a significant increase. Therefore the management's short term 
concern is valid. 
If the current trend continues, management's long term concern 
16 
will be valid. To confirm this, the future production volumes and other 
measures should be forecasted to the year 2000. 
TABLE 1. MATERIAL TRANSFER REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY 
Half Year Avg. # 
Used in · Transfers Avg. #Transfers By 
Analysis __f_areto ~Jeight Per Part Conveyor Forktruck 
Zinc-Oynacast '85* 283,182 5.35 3.62 1.63 
Zinc-Cleveland '85 1,220,609 5.28 2.52 2.76 
Zi nc-HPI~/B& T '85 358,097 6.39 0.74 5.65 
TOTAL ZINC 
--
MAGNESIUM '84 '86 485,625 906,398 4.69 4.29 -- 4.68 4.29 
ALUMINUM '84 '86 361,916 1,252,170 5.52 3.91 ·-- 5.52 3.91 







-- 80' 78' 




Box Pa 11 et 
191,638 2 '7 49. 
203,413 9 ,163 
29,851' 9,092 
424,902 21,004 
-- 8,188 16,504 




FUTURE SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
Forecasting Model Development 
The measures for the forecasting models are: 
1. total weight cast, 
2. weight requiring secondary operations, 
3. percent of weight requiring secondary operations, and 
4. area needed for secondary operations. 
These measures are shown in Table 2 with respective historical and short 
term projected values (see Appendix G). The s hort term projected values 
are found by adjusting the pareto projections to reflect tot al produc-
tion projections (pareto projections /% of total production making 
up pareto parts). 
Two forecasting models are being considered: linear and exponential. 
The linear model is based on 
Forecast a + bt (where a is intercept, b is slope, and t 
is time) 
while the exponential is based on 
Forecast (a + bt) e (where a, b, are best fit parameters 
and tis time). 
In Table 3, both models are fitted to the data in Table 2. The ''good-
ness of fit" of each set of data is calculated by a correlation 
coefficient (R2). The exponential model is observed to be marginly 
better than the linear model. 
Forecasting 
In Tables 4-7, both models (linear and exponential) are used to 
TABLE 2 : MODEL DATA SUMMARY,'~--!} 










Weight Requiring Secondar~ Machining 
Zinc 1,807,897 649,216 
Magnesium 144,135 117 ;262 
Aluminum 230,539 264,489 


















Percent of Total Weight Requiring Secondar~ Oeerations 
Zinc -- 16.5 
Magnesium -- 22 .0 
Alumi num -- 50 ,8 
















*Fi rst half is histo r ical and second half predi cted 
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TABLE 3. COEFFIC IENTS FOR DESCRIPTIVE MODELS 
Base 
Year _R2 Better ~1ode 1 ~ a b {t=O} Fit 
Total Weight Model 
Zi nc Linear 3,106,574 450,287.2 '80 .8952 
Expon. 15 ,011 0.0953 '80 I 
Magnesium Linear 264,291.2 235,264.5 '80 .9359 
Expon . 13.0394 0.22444 '80 .9578 I 
Aluminum Linear - 428,031.8 429, 529.5 '80 .7427 
Expon. 12.3078 0. 37115 ' 80 . 7716 I 
Weight Reguiring Secondar~ Machining 
Zinc Linear 1,732 ,467.1 97,322.9 ' 79 
Expon. 14.3798 0.0451 '79 
Magnesium Linear 101,179.1 12,954.50 '79 .6090 
Expon. 11.5921 0.08079 '79 .5776 
Aluminum Linear - 190,456 196,279.3 
. 
' 79 .8167 
Expon. 11.7556 0.3236 ' 79 .9001 
Percent of Weight Reguiring Secondar~ 
Zinc Linear 56.25 -2.649 '80 
Expon. 4.0354 -0.05480 '80 
Magnesium Linear 20.92 -1.634 '80 . 7067 
Expon. 3.0555 -0.10153 '80 .7569 
Aluminum Linear 64.22 0.4229 '80 .0029 
Expon. 4.1429 0.0063 '80 .0029 
Area for Secondar~ 0Eerations {FootQrint} 
Zinc Linear 1.,352.71 172.821 1 79 
Expon. 7.2720 0.0836 '29 
Magnesium Linear -1.7143 . 81.75 ' 80 . 7785 
Expon . 4.6741 0.2398 '80 .8007 
Expon.-Drop Fi rst 4. 7201 0.3632 '82 .8994 I 
Two Points 
Aluminum Linear -382.00 624.75 '80 .9489 I 
Expon . 5.6528 0. 4238 '80 .8642 
TABLE 4. TOTAL WEIGHT PREDICTIONS 
Zinc Magnesium 
linear Expon. Linear 
Actual Model Model Actual Model 
•81 3,923,893 3,556,861 3,635,655 532,162 499,555 
1 82 3. 777.901 4,007,148 3,999,180 734,770 734,819 
•33 4,026,080 4,457,435 4,399,054 999,691 970,083 
1 84 5,087,581 4,907,723 4,838,909 1,002,780 1,205,347 
•35 5,374,193 5,358,010 5,322,746 1,394,103 1,440,611 
·s6 5,905,828 5,808,297 5,854,186 1,812,796 1,675,878 
•sa -- 6,708,871 7,083,463 -- 2,146,407 
•go -- 7,609,445 8,570,869 -- 2,616,936 
•g2 -- 8,510,020 10,370,602 -- 3,087,746 





903,316 427 '177 
1,129,358 671 ,635 
1,413,529 1,747,389 































TABLE 5. WEIGHT REQUIRING SECONDARY OPERATIONS 
Zinc 
Linear Expon. 
Actual Model Model Actual 
·so 1,807,897 614,023 1,75S,190 144,135 
•31 2,163,216 1,015,2SS 1?S39,249 117,262 
•s2 2,023,014 1,416,552 1~924,045 112 ,6S9 
•s3 1,764,096 1,817,817 2,012,750 162,734 
•s4 2,158,030 2,219,082 2,105,545 139,344 
•s5 2 ,46S ,030 . ·2 ,620,346 2,202,61S 1S1,448 
•35 2,46S,030 3,021,611 2,304,167 213,368 
•sa -- 3,S24,140 2,521,525 --
•go -- 4,626,669 2,759?389 --
.92 -- 5,429,198 3~019,688 --
2000 -- 8,639,315 4,330,714 --
Magnesium 
Linear Expon. 
Model Model Actual 
114 '133 117,350 230,539 
129,0SS 127,225 264,4S9 
140,042 137,931 261,S12 
152,997 149,537 325,516 
165,951 162,121 602 '132 
178,906 175,763 1,058,323 





















TABLE 6. ACTUAL VS MODEL PREDICTIONS FOR PERCENT OF TOTAL WEIGHT THAT WI~L REQUIRE SECONDARY OPERATIONS 
Zinc Magnes ium Aluminum 
Linear Expon. Linear Expon . Linear 
Actual Model Model Actual Model Nadel Actual Model 
'80 
'81 55.1 53.6 53.5 22 19.2 19.1 50.8 64.6 
'82 53.5 51.0 50,7 14.3 17.7 17.3 63.9 65.1 
'83 43.8 48.3 48.0 16.2 16.0 15.7 76.2 65.5 
'84 42.4 . 45 .. 7 45 .. 4 13 .9 14.3 14.1 89.7 65.9 
'85 45.4 43 .. 0 43 .. 0 13.0 12.7 12.8 60.5 66.3 
'86 41.7 40.4 40.71 11.8 11.1 11.5 53 . 1 66.8 
'88 -- 35 . 0 36 .. 5 -- 7.8 9.4 -- 67.6 
'90 --· 29 .. 8 32.} -- 4.6 7.6 -- 68.4 
'92 -- 24.4 29.3 -- 1.3 6.3 -- 69.3 
















THIS IS A I NTENTIONAL BLANK PAGE 
TABLE 7. PREDICTIONS FOR SECONDARY I~ACHINING FOOTPRINTS 
Zinc Ma gnesium 
Linear Expon. · Linear 
Actual Model Model Actual Model · 
•so* 1,606 1,526 1,565 180 80 
•s1* 1, 778 1,698 1,702 180 161 
•s2* 1, 778 1,871 1,850 180 243 
•s3* 1, 778 2,044 2,011 180 325 
•s4 2,286 2,217 2,187 349 407 
•as 2,541 2,390 2,378 604 489 
•s6 2,541 2,564 2,585 604 570 
•as -- 2,908 3,055 -- 734 
•go -- 3,254 3,612 . -- 897 
•g2 -- 3,600 4,270 -- 1,061 











































forecast the measures to year 2000. In the examination of the fore-
casted data, the exponent i al model exhibits the characteristic of 
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rapidly increasing in lat t er forecasting periods. Because of this 
characteristic, the linear model is chosen as the appropriate forecasting 
model. 
PRODUCTION EXPANSION ALTERNATIVE DEVELOPMENT 
Capacity Analysis 
The present production capacity can be compared to the future 
capacities by comparing the number of casters and secondary machining 
space required. This is i llustrated in Table 8. 
Aluminum's and zinc's secondary machining will increase very rapidly 
causing shott term space inadequacies. All three plants will have 
insufficient space for the long term production expansion (refer to 
Exhibits C-E). 
Selection of Production Expansion Alternative 
To alleviate the future production space inadequacies, t here are 
four possible alternatives: 
1. plant expansion 
2. increase productivity t hrough technology improvement (obtain 
more efficient machines and casters ) 
3. increase productivity through material f low i mprovements 
4. i ncrease productivi ty, through technology and ma terial flow 
i mprovement s . 
Since the available general information eliminates alternatives two 
TABLE 8: CAPACITY COMPARISON 
Metal Production Measures Present Forecasted {Yrs.2 
1985 1986 1988 1990 
Aluminum No. of Casters'~ 4 6 8 11 14 
Secondary Machining 
2 iH~ 
Footprints (ft ) 4,230 3,637 3,991 5,421 6,490 
Zinc No. of Casters* 23 23 24 29 33 
Secondary Machining 
Footprints (ft2)** 2,400 2,390 2,564 2,098 3,254 
Magnesium No. of Casters* 5 5 6 7 9 
Secondary Machining 
Footprints (ft2)** 604 489 570 734 897 
*No. of Casters 
iH~Table 7 



















through four, the plant expans ion option is considered. Therefore, the 
future space requirements must be predicted. 
Manufacturing Space Requirements 
Assuming the production volume is proportional to the diecasting 
space in use, the forecasted data (Tables 4-7) along with a set of 
deve loped ratios (Table 9) can be used to predict future manufacturing 
space requirements. These space requirements are shown in Tables 10, 
11, and 12. 
SUPPORT FACILITIES DEVELOPMENT 
By similar forecasting models, the support facilities (offices, 
finish goods warehouse, and general warehouse) can be predicted through 
the year 2000. Each support facility is considered below. 
Office Area 
Future office space needs are predicted by first forecasting future 
staff requirements. Then the office space requirements of each year are 
calculated in proportion to the present staff to space ratio. 
In Table 13, two models, linear and exponential, are developed 
using historical data (see Appendix I). Both models have a high corre-
lation, however , i n Table 14 the exponential model increases too r apidly 
in future periods. Therefore, the linear model is chosen as the 
appropriate forecasting model. 
2 By using t he present s pace to employee ratio ( 225 ft . /employee) 
the predicted office space required can be calculated. This is 
presented in Table 15. 
TABLE 9: SUMMARY OF CONVERSION RATIOS 
Base 
Year Weight Cast Casters 
Zinc ( '85) 5,374,193 23 
Magnesium ( '86) 1 ,675,878 6 
Aluminum ( '86) 2,149,145 9 
*Including chromate and inspect/pack. 
-lH~See Appendix H 
-lHH~See Appendi x G 
->~-Jt-* See Table 1 
Expected 
-lHH~ -lH~ Number 
Area/ Wt . Cast of Box 
Caster Caster Transfers 




Number Seconda~k Area 
of Pallet Footprint Secondary 
Transfers Area Operations* 
21,004 2,541 12,475 
16,504 604 3,838 









TABLE 10. ZINC MANUFACTURING REQUIREMENTS PWJJECTION 
Weight f86 '88 '90 '92 2000 
(1) Weight Cast* 5,808,297 6,708,871 7,609,446 8,510,020 12,112,317 
( 2) Weight Requiring Secondary**** 2,304,167 2,521,525 2,759,389 3,019,688 4,330,714 
Machining 
(3) % Weight Requiring Secondary* 
Using (1)/(2) 
39.} 37.6 36.2 35.4 35.7 
Area 
( 4) Machine Footprint 2,564 2,908 3,254 3,600 4 ,982 
(5) Secondary Area Required** 12,102 13,726 15,359 16,992 23,515 
(6) Number of Diecasters** 24 29 33 37 52 
(7) Diecasting Area** 10,200 12,325 14,025 15,725 22,100 
Materiai Handling Requirements*** 
(8) Total Boxes Transferred** 4 59 ,223 530,42!) 601 629 , 67.2 ~31 < t I '957 :641 . , . . 
(9) Pallet Transfers** 22,701 26,220 29,740 33,260 47,339 
*Using best fit model as predictor. · 
**Using ratios in Table 9. 
***Assuming same set-up as present manufacturing. 
****Using best fit exponential model. w 
0 
TABLE 11. MAGNESIUM MANUFACTURI NG REQUIREMENTS PROJECTION 
Weight '86 '88 
(1) Weight Cast* 1,675,878 2,146,407 
(2} Weight Requiring Secondary 191,861 217,770 
Machining 




( 4) Machine Footprints* 570 734 
(5) Secondary Area Required** 3,619 4,660 
(6) Number of Diecasters* 6 7 
(7) Diecasting Area** 4,800 5,600 
Material Handling Reguirements 
(8) Pallet Transfers** 16,504 21, 138 
*Using best fit linear model. 




















TABLE 12. ALUMINUM MANUFACTURING REQUIREMENTS PROJECTION 
Weight '86 '88 
( 1) Weight Cast* 2,149,145 3,008,704 
(2) Weight Requiring Secondary* 1,183,149 1,575,607 
Machining 
(3) % Weight Requiring Secondary 55.1 52.3 
Area 
(4) Machine Footprint* 3,991 5,241 
(5) Secondary Area Required** 11,853 15,565 
(6) Number of Diecasters** 8 11 
(7) Dieca$ting Area** 6,400 8,800 
Material Handling Reguirements 
(8) Pallet Transfers** ·12 ,383 17 '336 
*Using best fit linear model. 
**Using ratios in Table 9. 
'90 '92 
3,867,263 4,726,322 





11 '700 13,600 













TABLE 13 . COEFFICIENTS FOR PERSONNEL DESCRIPTTVE MODELS 
Base 
Year 
R2 T~~e a b t=O 
Corporate Staff - Corp. Admin. Li near 59.5 2.6 '80 .279 
Sales, Finance, and Services 
(excl. tool & die) Expon. 4.09 -. 039 '80 .261 
Zinc Management Linear 9 . . 800 '80 .800 
Expon. 2.21 .0729 '80 .800 
Magnesium Management Linear 5 0 '80 1.000 
Expon. 5 0 '80 1.000 
Aluminum Management Linear 2 .600 '80 .600 
Expon. .8432 .1532 '80 .600 
TABLE 14. PERSONNEL PREDICTIONS 
Corporate Staff Zinc Management 
linear Expon. Linear Expon. 
Actual Model Model Actual Model Model 
'81 62 62.1 62.1 10 9.8 9.8 
'82 65 64.7 64.6 10 10.6 10.6 
'83 67 67.3 67.2 12 11.4 11.4 
'84 70 69.9 69.9 12 12.2 12.2 
'86 75.1 75.6 13 .8 14.1 
'88 80.3 81.9 15.4 16.4 
'90 85.5 88.6 17 18.9 
'92 90.7 95.9 18.6 21.9 
~ 
2000 111.5 131.4 25 39.3 
Magnesium Management Aluminum Management 
Linear Expon . Linear Expon. 
Actual Model Model Actual Model Model 
5 5 5 3 2.6 2.7 
5 5 5 3 3.2 3.2 
5 5 5 3 4.4 3.7 
5 5 5 5 5.0 4.3 
5 5 5.6 5.8 
5 5 6.8 7.9 
5 5 8.0 10.8 
5 5 9.2 14.6 




TABLE 15 : OFFICE SPACE REQUIRED PREDICTIONS 
'86 '88 '90 '92 2000 
Total Management Staff* 100 108 116 124 159 
Office Space Required 
(225 sq. ft./employee)** 22,500 24,300 26,100 27,900 35,7i5 
*From Table M. 
**Estimated. 
Finished Goods Warehouse 
Since historical warehousing data is not available, the production 
volume is assumed proporti onal to warehousing needs. From given infor-
mat ion, Smith street war ehouse stores a pproxi mately 5 percent of a nnual 
production. Therefore, the predictions are es t imated in Table 16. 
General Warehouse 
The space needed for the general warehouse is also assumed to be 
proportional to production volume. Wi t h the given ratio (10 ,355 lbs. / 
pallet), Table 17 i s construc ted. 
RECOMMENDATI ONS DEVELOPMENT 
In developi ng a f eas ible plant expansion proposal , the f ol lowing 
criteria are considered. 
1. The zinc and aluminum plants can be expa nded to t he ea s t by 15 
TABLE 16. FINISHED GOODS WAREHOUSE SPACE REQUIREMENTS 
'84* '86 '88 ' 90 '92 2000 
Zinc Weight to be Cast** 5,087,581 5,308,297 6,708,871 7,609,445 8,510,020 12,112,317 
Number of Pallets @ 1000 lbs . 5,087 5,808 6,708 7,609 8,510 12,112 
Magnesium Weight to be Cast** 1,002,780 1,675,878 2,146,407 2,616,936 3,087,746 4,969,867 
Number of Pallets @ 583 lbs. 1,720 2,875 3,682 4,489 5,296 8,525 
Aluminum Weight to be Cast** 427,177 1,183,149 1,575,607 1,968,066 2,360,524 3,930,359 
Number of Pallets @ 797 lbs . 536 1,484 1,977 2,469 2,962 4,931 
(1) TOTAL PALLETS/YR 7,343 10,167 12,367 14,567 16,768 25,568 
Warehouse Skid Requirements~~ 324 448 545 642 739 1,126 
*Actual (1984)(ref. Table 4) · 




TABLE 17. GENERAL WAREHOUSE SPACE REQUIREMENTS 
1 84* 1 86 ·88 •go •g2 2000 
Total Weight 6,761,996 8,667,324 10,430,885 12,194,417 13,958,290 21,012,543 
to be cast** 
•static• Skids 653 837 1,007 1 'i77 1,348 2,029 
*Actual. 





2. The current magnesium plant cannot be expanded. 
3. Material handling should be minimized. 
4. Machine duplication should be kept to a minimum. 
With total s pace requirements summarized in Table 18, a feasible expan-
sion can be now developed. 
The proposed design shown in Exhibit G, expands both the aluminum 
and zinc plants while building a new magnesium plant, general warehouse 
(not shown), and finished goods warehouse . With tire use of a tow-line 
or an AGV s ystem, the castings could flow from each plant toward the 
finished goods warehouse. The aluminum and zinc plants will shar e 
simi lar secondary machi nes when possible . 
TABLE 18. TIME PHASE SPACE REQUIREMENTS 
















27,400* 10~200 · 12,102 12,325 
/ 4,800 3,619 5,600 
23,200** 6,400 11,853 8,800 
16,600 23,955 21,125 
-- 22,500 24,300 
324 448 545 
653 837 1,007 
*Current zinc plant tool and die (10,000 sq. ft . ) 
**Assuming static warehouse relocated 
13,726 14,025 
4,660 7,800 
15,565 11 ,700 
15,359 15,725 
5,695 8,000 




29,291 25,725 34,634 29,325 39,976 45,300 
26,100 27,900 35,775 
642 739 1,126 
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V. OTHER POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 
As discussed previously, management's concerns must be solved by 
plant expansion. However, the design of the expansion will vary among 
individuals. 
There are many expansion possibilities for this problem . However, 
the expansion should be designed to limit material handling between t he 
plants, as well as, to the finished goods warehouse. Further, the 
relative expansion cost and the eliminatfu nof machine duplication should 







TABLE A-1: PARETO ANALYSIS - ZINC 
84- 2nd Half 85- 1st Half 85- 2nd Half 86- 1st Half 86 - 2nd Ha 1 f 
Part Number %* Weight % \~eight % Weight % Weight % Height 
4531 15.8 377,676 14.4 377,676 14.6 377,676 14.6 377 ,676 14.6 377,676 
4464 10.6 252,244 9.7 252,244 9.8 252,244 9.8 252,244 9.8 252,244 
4534 7.5 179,907 6.9 179,907 7.0 179,907 7.0 179,907 7. 0 179,507 
4584 0.0 0 5.9 155,000 6.0 155,000 6.0 155,000 6. 0 155,000 
4465 6.0 142,692 5.5 :142,692 5.5 142,692 5.5 142,692 5.5 142,692 
4408 3.3 78,629 3 .0 78,629 3.0 78,629 3.0 78,629 3.0 78,629 
4451 3.3 77,648 3.0 77,648 3.0 77,648 3.0 77,648 3. 0 77,648 
4426 3.1 74,690 2.9 74,690 2.9 74,690 2.9 74,690 2.9 74,690 
4537 2.7 64,665 2.5 64,655 2.5 64,655 2.5 64,655 2.5 64 ,655 
4389 2.2 51' 707 2.0 51,707 2.0 51,707 2.0 51,707 2.0 51 , 707 
4586 2.1 50,000 1.9 50,000 1.9 50,000 1.9 50,000 1.9 50 ,000 
4204 1.9 45,162 1.7 45,162 1.8 45,162 1.8 45,162 1.8 45 ,162 
4229 .1.9 44,585 1.7 44,585 . . 1.7 44,585 1.7 44,585 1.7 44 ,585 
4481 1.6 38,835 1.5 38,835 1.5 38,835 1.5 38,835 1.5 38,835 
4458 1.6 37,692 1.4 37,692 1.5 37,692 1.5 37,692 1.5 37, 692 
4288 1.6 38,346 1.5 38,346 1.5 38,346 1. 5 38,346 1.5 38,346 
4341 1.2 29,061 1.1 29,061 1.1 29,061 1.5 29,061 1.5 29,061 
4570 1.1 27,000 1.0 27,000 1.0 27,909 1.0 27,000 1.0 27,000 
4407 0.8 19,803 0.8 19,803 0.8 19,803 1.0 19,803 1.0 25,11\6 
4270 1.1 25,146 1.0 25,146 1.0 25,146 1.0 25 ,146 1.0 25,146 
4485 0.9 22,175 0.8 22,175 0.9 22,175 0.9 22,175 0.9 22 ' 175 
4393 0.9 21,828 0 .8 21,828 0.8 21,828 0.8 21,828 0.8 21,828 
4585 1.1 27,200 1.0 27,200 l.C 27,200 1.0 27,200 1.0 27,200 .--
TOTAL 72.3 1, 726 ,691 72.0 1,881,691 72.8 1,881,691 72.8 1,881,691 72. 8 1,881,691 
Total Metal 
Incl. New 
Business 2,387,588 ?,613,679 2,760,514 2,952,914 2,952,914 
Total Metal Excl. .):'-.):'-
New Business 2,387,588 2,613,679 2,576,314 2,576,314 2,576,3 14 
* Percent of total zinc to be poured 
45 
TAB LE A-1-1: ZI NC -PARETO ANALYSIS - Summary by Caster Type 
Weight Re~resented in Pareto 
'84* '84** '85* '86 '87 
Oynacast 283,182 283,182 283.182 283 '182 283, 182 
Cleveland 1,085,412 1,240,412 1,240,412 1 ,2.: 0,412 1,240,412 
HPM/B&T 358,097 358,097 358,09/ 358,097 358,097 
Total Weight to be Cast (Incl. New Business) 
Oynacast 707,815 712,720 781,871 826,232 226,232 
Cleveland 1,328,003 1,657,106 1,648,571 1,783,671 1,785 ,671 
HPM/B&T 375,438 375,438 394,738 414 ,038 41 4,038 
% Total Wei ght to be Cast i n Pareto 
Oynacast .40 .397 .362 .342 .342 
Cleveland .817 .748 .752 .695 .695 
HPM/B&T .953 .953 .907 .864 .864 
*First hal f of year. 
**Second half of year. 
TABLE A-2: PARETO ANALYSIS - MAGNESIUM 
84- 2nd Ha 1f 85- 1st Half 
Part Number % Weight % Weight 
6035 49.1 250,560 36 . 5 250,560 
6059 22.1 112,800 16.4 112,800 
6052 -- 0 10 .9 74 '775 
6046 0 .9 4,472 3.1 21,463 
6017 12.4 63,120 9.2 63,120 
6047 0.8 3,956 2.8 18 ,986 
6045 0.5 2,389 1.7 11,467 
6044 0.4 2,224 1.5 10,673 
6067 -- 0 -- 0 
6041 4.5 2~,800 3.3 22,800 
6057 . 0.6 3,250 0 .9 6,500 
6063 -- 0 1.5 10,230 
6053 2.6 13 '104 1.9 13,104 
6054 0.6 2,950 0.9 5,900 
6055 0.4 2,000 0. 6 4,000 
6056 0.4 2,000 o·. 6 4,000 
6064 -- 0 1.1 7,800 
- -
TOTALS 95.3 485,625 93.0 634,178 
Total to be Poured 509,343 686,058 
85- 2nd Half 86 - 1s t Half 
% Wei.9.h!_ % Wei ght 
26.6 250,560 22. 3 250,560 
18.0 169, 200 15. 1 169 ,200 
8.0 74 '775 6.7 74 ' 775 
2.3 21,463 6 .0 67,073 
6.7 63,120 5.6 63,120 
6.3 59,333 5.3 59,333 
1.2 11, 467 3.2 35,835 
1.1 10,673 3.0 33,353 
3.1 29,000 2. 6 29 .000 
L.4 22,800 2 .0 22,1100 
0.7 6,500 1.7 19,500 
1.1 10,230 1. 4 15,345 
1.4 13,104 1.2 13,104 
0.6 5,900 1. 6 17 ,700 
0.4 4, 000 1. 1 12 ,000 
0.4 4 ,000 1.1 12,000 
0.8 7,800 1. 0 11 '700 
-- --
81.4 759,925 80 .9 906,398 
938,963 1,123,031 
86 - 2nd Ha lf 
% Weight 
22.3 2~0,560 
15 . 1 169 ,200 
6. 7 74 , 775 
6. 0 67, 073 
5.6 63,120 
5. 3 59 ,333 
3.2 35,835 
3. 0 33 ,353 
2.6 29,000 
2. 0 2l,800 
1.7 19,500 
1.4 15 ,345 
1.2 13,104 
1.6 17,700 
1. 1 ~-) 2,000 
1. 1 12 ,000 
1.0 11 '700 
--




TABLE A-3: PARETO ANALYSIS - ALUMI NUM 
84 - 2nd Half 85 - lstHalf 
Part Number % Wei.9.h!__ % Weight 
4820/89 -- 0 -- 0 
4891 ·. -- 0 -- (J 
4882/4 -- 0 2.2 10,000 
4871 -- 0 -- 0 
4873 10.0 39,680 17 . 3 79,3SQ 
4885 -- 0 0.8 3,600 
4857 9.4 37,480 16.3 74,960 
4881/3 -- 0 2.0 9,300 
4830 17.5 69,224 15.1 69,224 
4803 12.7 50,154 10.9 50,154 
4866 7.9 31,300 6.8 31,300 
4876 7.0 27,660 6.0 27,660 
4894 -- 0 -- 0 
4827 8.1 32,138 -- 0 
4877 5.5 21,850 4.8 21,850 
4862 3.3 13,216 2.9 13,216 
4865 2.1 8,333 -- 0 
4813 3.1 12,369 2.7 12,369 
4867 2.5 9,800 2.1 9,800 
4841 2.2 8,712 1.9 8,712 
-- - -
TOTAL 91.3 361,916 91.8 421,505 
Total Metal to be 
Poured 396,354 458,996 
85 - 2nd Half 86- 1s t Half 
Of 
10 Weight % Weight 
20.1 . 250,800 19.1 250,800 
8.8 110,000 8.9 117,000 
14.0 175 ,000 13.4 175,000 
8 .8 110,400 8.4 110,400 
7.5 93,000 7.1 93,000 
7.2 90,000 6.9 90,000 
6.0 74,960 5.7 74,960 
5.6 69,750 5.3 69,750 
5.5 69,224 5.3 69, 224 
4.0 50,154 3.8 50,154 
2.5 31,300 2.4 31,300 
2.2 27,660 2. 1 27,660 
-- 0 2. 1 26,975 
-- 0 -- 0 
1.8 21,850 1.7 21,850 
1.0 13,216 1.0 13 ,216 
-- 0 -- 0 
1.0 12,369 0.9 12,369 
0.8 9,800 0.7 9,800 
0.7 8,712 0.7 8,712 
- -
97.5 1,218, 195 95. 5 1,252,170 
1,247,593 1,299,63 
86 - 2nd Half 
% Wei ght 
19.1 250,800 
9. 4 117,000 
13 . 4 
8. 4 110,400 
7. 1 93,000 
6 . 9 90, 000 
5.7 74,960 
5.3 69,750 
5. 3 69,224 
3.8 50, 154 
2.4 31,300 
2 . 1 27,660 
2.1 26,975 
-- 0 
1. 7 21,850 
1.0 13,216 
-- 0 
0 . 9 12,369 
0. 7 9,800 
0.7 8,712 







TABLE B-1: FROM /TO CHART FOR ZI NC 
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TABLE B- 1 : FROM/TO CHART FOR ZINC(CONT T.H11F.11 ) 
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TABLE B-2: FROM/TO CI!AlU FOR ALUMINUM 
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TABLE B-2: FROM/TO CHART FOR ALUNIN1JM(CONTINUED ) 
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TABLE B-3 : FROM/TO CHART FOR MAGNESIUM 
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AREA AVAILABLE FOR EXPANSION 
61 
AREAS AVAILABLE FOR EXPANSION 
The magnesium plant cannot be expanded in its present location. The 
aluminum and zinc plant site can be expanded to the east by extending t he 
present north and south property lines. Fifteen acres are ava i lable in 
this area. Also, management has obtained the option to construct a parking 
lot on park land owned by a local ci vic organiza ti on immediate ly to the 
north of the aluminum and zinc plant site. In re t urn for donating t he 
parking lot, Diecaster wo uld be given use of the lot indefinitely. 
APPENDIX D 
UNIT LOAD DATA 
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TABLE D-1: UNIT LOAD DATA - ZINC 
Part Caster Box Size* Wt/Box 
Number Type Transfer Final Pack Transfer Final Pack #Box/Skid** 
4531 c Box 8 62.95 62.95 17/skid 
4464 c 8 8 48.9 48.9 17/skid 
4534 H Cargo 5 461.3 565 1/skid 
4584 c 1 1 53.9 53.9 27/skid 
4465 c #8 #8 48.1 48.1 17/skid 
4408 c 1 1 27.2 27.2 27/skid 
4451 c 1 2 22.2 57.5 48/skid 
4426 H 1 1 26.8 26.8 27/skid 
4537 H 2 2 47.9 47.9 48/skid 
4389 D 1 1 34.3 37.6 27/skid 
4586 c 2 2 18 18 48/skid 
4204 D 1 1 28.9 31.4 27/skid 
4229 H Pan 1 38.0 35.4 27/skid 
4481 H 1 1 27.7 27.7 27/skid 
4458 c 1 1 42.0 42.0 27/skid 
4288 D 1 1 32.9 36.5 27/skid 
4341 D 1 1 23.0 44.6 27/skid 
4570 D 1 1 27.0 29.7 27/skid 
4407 c 1 1 25.8 25.8 27/skid 
4270 D 1 1 27.0 35.3 27/skid 
4485 D 1 1 14.9 30.0 27/skid 
4393 c 1 1 23.8 23.8 27/skid 
4585 c 2 2 25.8 25.8 48/skid 
* Yellow pans were considered equivalent to #1 boxes for material 
handling estimating purposes. 
** Estimated. 
64 
TABLE 0-2: UNIT LOAD DATA - Ma gnesium 
Part 
Number Box Size Wt./Box #Boxes/Skid-
6035 5 292 1/skid 
6054 3 20.65 36/skid 
6059 5 188 1/skid 
6080 
6052 5 120 1/skid 
6075 
6046 5 403 1/skid 
6017 Tub,3 34.2, 32.9 36/skid 
6047 5,5 403' 403 1/skid 
6045 5,5 573' 573 1/skid 
6044 5,5 445, 445 1/skid 
6067 5 263 1/skid 
6027 Tub,2 33.3, 21 48/s.kid 
6041 3,3 42.7S, 42.75 17,17/#3 skid 
6057 3,5 31.2' 284.7 36,1/skid 
6063 #7 36 .8 18/skid 
6053 5 173 1/skid 
6054 3,5 20.6, 194.7 36,1/skid 
6055 3,5 27.2, 536 36,1/sk id· 
6056 3,5 27.2, 536 36,1/sk id 
6064 #7 78 18/sk id 
65 
TABLE D73: UNIT LOAD DATA - ALUMINUM 
Part 
Number Box Size Wt./Box #Box/Skid 
4870 Tub, #5 65, 666 1/skid 
4891 - #2, Cargo, #2 22, 463, 22 48/skid 
4882/4 Tub, #2 34, 11.5 48/skid 
4858"-
4871 #5 864 1/skid 
4873 Tub, #5 65' 440 1/skid 
4885 #2 66 48/skid 
4857 Red Tub, #4 103' 51.5 16/skid 
4881/3 Tub, #2 41, 15 48/skid 
4880 #2, #4 27.5,42.5 16/skid 
4803 #3 48.22 . 36/skid~ 
4866 #2' #6 36, 54 30/skid 
4876 #5 450 1/skid 
4894 #1' # 1 44, 40 27/skid 
4827 #7 62.5 18/ski d' 
4862 #2, #4 33, 32 16/skid 
4865 Tub, Cargo, #7 108, 519, 126 18/skid 
4813 #2 19.25 16/skid"" 
4877 #2' # 1 65, 25 27/ski d 
4841 7 30 .25 18/skid 
APPENDIX E 
MATERIAL TRANSFER DISTANCE 
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TABLE E-l: ~1ATERIAL TRANSFER DISTANCE-
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TABLE E-2: MATERIAL TRANSFER DISTANCE-
Zl JJC(IIPH/ B&T) 
Cast-Trino 
Cast-S~ecta l ~luchi n e 
Trim-ln~pect ion 
T r ino-ltolobla ~L 
T unoll I c - Ins pee t t on 
Inspec t iun -Uuff 
lnspeLt iun- Spec tal Nach . 
Ins peeL i un- Chroou.o tc / ll•')• 
Ins pee t i on-Ut:bu rr 
lnspccllun- Pack 
Bu ff-Ins pec ti on 
Ook~- Inspec ti on 
Special f·IJ chi ne- Tumb le 
Special ~IJclline-l n s p. 
Chromate-Uuke 
Chronld Lc/llry- r ns pee l l Ull 
llcburr-C hromJ l e/llry 
Holuulast-lnspec ti on 




























Cl eY eland-Trlm 
Cleveland-lnsp~ctlon 
lrlm-TumLle 
1 rIm-Ins peel ion 
Trlm-Rotnhlast 
TUiub 1 er- Ro lob 1 as t 
lnsvection-Drlll/Tap 
lnspection-Pin/RIYet 
Inspect ion-Key Prouucts 
lnspectlon-Venallldl ic 
lnspcctlon -llash/Ory 
l nspi!C ll on-Oeburr 
lnspeclion-Rotoblasl 
Inspect lon-3-H 
I nspcc lion-Pack 
Drill/Tap-Inspection 
Pin/Rivet-Inspection 
TABJ.E E-3: ~1ATERIAL TRA NSFER DISTANCE- ZINC( CLEVELAND) 
Distance 




ll' 00' 90' 
0' 72' 
10' 
-- -- 112. 
-- -- 80' 
-- -- 96' 




-- -- 136' 
-- -- 96' 
40' 
00' 











flotob last -Chromate /D,·y 
3-H-1 n~pec t ion 
Distance 
l·l,1 nu.1l · frilCl-rorf 
-- -- 136' 
-- -- I 36 ' 
-- -- 96' 
32' 250' 
15' I 36' 
6' 2~0' 
8' 24 0' 
15. 136' 
20 ' 16' 
-- -- 160' 
20 ' 136' 
-- -- 14!}' 
()\ 
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TA BLE E-4: MATERIAL TRANSFER DISTANCE- MAGNESIUM 
Oiecast - Tri111 
Trim - Tuutbl e 
Tu11•llle - Inspect ion 
Trim- lnsp.:ction 
lnsr,ectlon - Rotoulast 
Inspection - Deburr 
lnspt!Cl ion - Chrontdle/ 
Ory 
Inspection - Dr Ill 
lnspcLti on- MJchine 
RotuLlast - Villra Finish 
RutoLlast - ~ash/D ry 
Rotu!Jlast - Chromate/Do·y 
RotoLlast - Inspection 
ViLrd finish- Chrolltdte 
~d~h/Ory - Rotolllast 
~<~sh/!Jry - Inspect ion 
Uellurr - Ins pec tion 
ChromJtl! - Inspect ion 
Inspection - o., ff 
Drill - Ins pect ion 
Distdnce 
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Rolobla5t - lnspection 
Vibr/Oeburr-Roch.Orill 
Vers a-Mate-Wash/D ry 
Ver5a-Male-Wash/Ory 
3-Way Fitted-Wash/Dry 
lnspec t-Vibt-a tor 
lns pecl -Vibra/O~burr 
lns pect-Oeburr 





TABLE E-5: MATERI AL TRANSFER DISTANCE- ALUMINU}l 
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MATERIAL TRANSFER REQUIREMENTS 
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The short term material transfer requirements are developed in 
Tables F-1 thr ough F-5. The following equations are used in the 
development. 
#Boxes Handled = (weight moved between operations (row)/Avg. Wt. 
per box) 
#Pallets Handled = (weight moved between Operators (row)/ 
(Avg. Wt. per pallet) 
Avg. # of Transfers per part = (Total % Cast/100% cast) 
Avg. Transfer Distance = [5 (%moved) (Distance)]/ 
(Avg. # of Transfer per part) 
TABLE F~1 
MATERIAL TRANSFER REQUIREMENTS* - ZINC DYNACAST 
Dl stance NBoxes Handled I Pallets Handled 
Weight %Dynacast Part Numbers Manual Track Fork. Container Avg.Box=28.25 Avg.Pallet=Jo Boxes•• 
Dynacast-Tumble 231,475 81.7 4204, 4229, 4288, 8' 80' -- R1 8193 
4341, 4230, 4485, 
4570 
Oynacast-Inspectlon 51.707 18.3 4389 8' 84' -- N1 1830 
Tumble-Inspection 202,414 71.5 4204, 4225, 4270, 16. 10' -- Nl 7165 
4288, 4485, 4570, 
4389 
Tumble-Rotoblast 29,061 10.3 4341 10' -- -- Nl - ~1a nual Only -
Inspection-Ream 44,585 15.7 4229 -- -- 84' Pallet -- 43.8 
Inspection-Assembly 44,585 15.7 4229 -- -- 78' Pa 11 et -- 43.8 
Inspection-Chromate/Dry 44,585 15.7 4229 8' 92' -- Nl -- 43.8 
Inspection-Oeburr 137,374 48.5 4389, 4288, 4270 , 8' 270' -- N1 4863 
4485, 4570 
In~pection-Pack 283,182 100 4204, 4341, 4389, --
4288, 4220, 4485, 
-- 96' Pa 11 et -- 279 
4570, 4229 
Ream-Inspection 44,585 15.7 4229 -- -- 88' Pallet -- 43.8 
Assembly-Inspection 44,585 15.7 4229 -- -- 80' Pa 11 et -- 43 .8 
Deburr-Chromate/Dry 49,175 17.4. 4485, 4570 . 15' 136. -- u 1741 
Deburr-Wash/Dry 115,199 40.7 4389, 4288, 4220 15' 136' -- Nl 4078 
Dry-Tumble 51,707 18.3 4389 6' 240' -- 11 1830 
Dry-Inspection 112,667 39.8 4288, 4270, 4485, 6. 240' -- H1 3988 
4229 
Rotoblast- Inspection 29,061 10.3 4341 20 ' 16' -- Nl 1029 
-- - -
534.3 34, 717/aro 498 
x2 x2 
- - - -
*Parts on '85 Pareto Analysis (6 months) Trans fer RequIrements only for 69 ,434/yr 996 
**Observation with D. Moss. Pareto Parts x2. 76**" x2.76*** --.J 
w 
***Pareto Represents 36. 2X of total we ight in '85 . Transfer Requirements for Dynacast 191 638 Box/yr 2749 
.. **(Percent Dynacast x Oistance)/(Avq I Trips) We~9hted Average Distance Traveled**** 139' 92' 
TABLE ~2 
#Pall et s Handled 
MATERIAL TRANSFER REQUIREMENTS* - ZINC/CLEVELAND CAST (Avg . Pall et = 
I2 II Boxes, 
Of s tance I Boxes ltand led 24 12 Boxes, 
Weight %Cleveland Part Numbe rs Manua l Track Fork Contai ner II 12 NB 16 18 Boxes )** .. 
Cleveland-Tr.fm 1,170 ,609 98.4 4464, 4584 , 4 I -- -- -- - - Manua l --
4465. 4408 • 
. 4451, 4458. 
4393, 1!53I , 
-4585 
Cleveland - Inspect ion 19,803 1.6 4407 12' 80' - - 11 702 
Trim-Tumble 78,629 6.3 4408 8' 88' -- #1 2788 
Trim-I nspec t ion 909,780 73.3 4464, 4465 , 8' 88' 90' UI( 137,I68 ) 4864 -- 14,495 
4451, 4458 , NB( 772,612) 
4393 , 4531 
Trfm-Ro toblast 182,200 14.7 4585, 4!:85 8' 72' -- 11(1 55,000) 5496 807 
112( 27 ,200) 
Tuntb 1 er-Rotob 1 as t 78 ,629 6.3 4408 10' -- -- Nl -- Manual 
lnspectfon-Drf ll / Tap 77,648 6.3 445I -- -- 112 I Pa lle t -- -- -- 76 
Inspectfon-Pfn/ Rfvet 78 ,629 6.3 4408 -- -- 80' Pal l et -- -- -- 77 
Ins pect ion-Key Products 394,873 31.8 4464 , 4465 -- -- 96 ' Palle t -- -- -- 463 
Ins pect ion-Versama tfc 377,676 30 .4 4531 -- -- 136' Pall et -- -- -- 442 
Inspection-Wash/Dry 77 ,648 6.3 445 I B' 92' -- II 2753 
Inspectfon-Deburr 19,803 . 1.6 4407 8' 270' -- Hl 702 . 
lnspectfon-Ro tobl as t 394,873 31.8 4464, 4465 B' 270 ' -- no -- -- 7408 
Inspec t fan-3-M 19,803 1.6 ~407 -- -- I36' Pa ll et 
I nspectfon-Pack 1,220,609 100.0 4584, 4586, -- -- 96 ' Pall et -- -- -- 385 + 95 + 495 
4458 , 4393, 
4585 , 4408 , 
446~ . 4465, 
445 I . 4407. 
4531 
Dr fl l / Tap- Inspectf on 77,648 6.3 445I -- -- '10 ' Pa l l et -- -- -- 76 
Pin/R ivet-Ins pect i on 78,629 6.3 4408 -- -- 80 ' Pa ! let -- -- -- 77 
--.1 
.!:'-
TABLE F-2 (Con t inued) 
Weight 
Special Mach . -Chromate/ 155,000 
Dry 
Versamatic-lnspect i on 377,676 
Key Product s- Inspection 394,873 
Chromate/Dry-Inspection 232 ,200 
Deburr-Chronta t e/Dry. 77,640 
Dry-Deburr 77 ,646 
Dry~ Inspect 492,324 
Deburr-Wash/Dry 19,803 
Rotoblast-lnspect i on 4 73,502 
Rotoblast-Special Mach. 155 ,000 
Rotoblast -Chroma te/Dry 72 ,1 75 
3-M- Inspecti on 19,803 
*Parts on Pa reto Analysis. 
**Estimated with D. Moss . 















IPa ll ets lland l ed 
(AvJ . Pall et = 
12 1 Boxes, 
Di stance I Boxes Hand led 24 12 Boxes, 
Par t Numbers Manual Track Fork Conta iner 11 /12 18 16 18 Boxes )** 
4584 -- -- 136' Pallet -- -- -- 153 
4531 -- -- 136 ' Pa l let -- -- -- 442 
44 64 , 4465 -- -- 96 ' Pa l let -- -- -- 463 
4584, 4586 , 32 ' 250' -- N1 ~27 , 200 ) 964 6083 
4585 /1 2 205,000) 
4451 15' 136 ' -- Nl 2753 
4457 6' 240' -- II 2753 
4464, 4465 , 0 ' 240' -- 1 1 ~ 97,451) 3455 -- 7406 
4407, 4451 N6 394 ,873 ) 
4407 15' 136 ' -- N1 702 
4464. 4465. 20' 16 ' -- H 1 (78 ,629 ) 2788 -- 7408 
4408 /10( 394,873) 
4584 -- -- 160 ' NPall et -- -- -- 153 
4586 , 4585 20 ' 136' -- #2 -- 2142 
4407 -- -- 146 ' Pall et -- -- -- 20 
-- - --- --
30 ,720 9,032 36,719 3,437 
x2 x2 x2 x2 -- - ---
61,440 18,064 73 ,438 6,874 
x1.33 x1.33 x1.33 xl.33*** -----·- -
Trans fer Requi rement for Cleveland 81,715 M/)25 CJ1 P.73 /yr 9,163/yr 
/y r /yr 
N ~1oves/Pa rt 1. 21 0.25 1.07 2.76 
Wt . Avg. Distance Per Move 103.7 ' 207' 166 ' lOB I 




MATERIAL TRANSFER REQUIREMENTS* - ZINC (llPM AND B&T) Pallets llandl ed 
Pa ll ets Pallets 
Boxes llandled 12 Box Nl Box 
Weight %Cas t Part Numbers Manual Track Fork. Container HI 12 Cargoes 24/Skid 36/Sk i d 




Cast-Special Machine 38,835 10.8 4481 -- -- 132 ' Pallet ·-- -- 39 
Tr im-Inspect ion 254,597 71. 1 4426, 4534 8' 88' 90' Pa 11 e t 2788 -- 390 
Trim-Rotob 1 as t 64,665 18.0 4537 8' 72' -- N2 -- 1350 
Tumble-Inspection 38,835 10 .6 4461 16' 10' -- Ill 1402 
Inspection-Buff 179,907 50.2 4534 -- -- 115' Pa 11 e t -- -- 390 
Inspection-Special Mach. 179,907 50.2 4534 -- -- 156 ' Pa 11 et -- -- 390 
Inspection-Chromate/ Dry 254,597 71.1 4534 -- -- 100' Pall et -- -- 390 
lnspection-Deburr 36,855 10.6 4481 8' 220 ' -- Ill 1402 
Inspection-Pack 358,097 100 .0 4426. 4534. -- -- 96' Pa 11 e t -- -- 390 56 116 
4537. 4461 
Buff-Inspection 179 ,907 50.2 . 4534 -- -- 115 ' Pa llet -- -- 390 
8ak~-lns pec tlon 179,907 50. 2 4534 -- -- 120' Pa 11 et -- -- 390 
Special ~lach i ne-Tumble 38,835 10.8 448 1 -- -- 24' Pall et -- -- 39 
Special Machine-lnsp . 179,907 50 .2 4534 -- -- 144 ' Palle t -- -- 390 
Ct1roma te-Ba ke 179,907 ·50 .2 4534 -- -- 120' Pallet -- -- 390 
Chromate/Dry-Inspection 113,525 31.7 4426, 4481 a• 240' -- N1 41 90 
Deburr-Chromate/Dry · 38,835 10.8 4481 15' 136' -- Nl 1402 
Rotobla st - lns pec tion 64,665 2. 7 4537 20' 16 I -- 112 -- 1350 
- - - --
639 .0 11 ,184 2,700 4 ,228 
x2 x2 x2 
22,368 5, 400 8,456 
xl.075••x1.075 ... xl. 075•• 
•For Parts on Pareto List Transfers/Year 214,046 5 . 005 9,092 
.. Pareto Analysis includes 93% of metal tn ' 85. I Moves Per Avg. Par t .533 .207 5.65 
-....) 
Wt. llvg. Dista nce/~love 170' 64. 7' 105 ' (J\ 
TABLE F';-4 
MATERIAL TRANSFER REQUIREMENTS* - MAGNESIUM 
I Pallets 
Weight !_f-!agnes I urn Di stance ~ 5831/skid) 
'84 '86 84 '86 Part Numbers Manual Fork t ruck Container 84 186 
Diecast - Trim 485,625 906,398 (All) 10' - Pall e t - Manual -
Trim .:. Tumble 22,800 22,800 4. 7 2.5 60~ 17 - 112' Pallet 39 39 
Tumble - Inspection 22,800 22,800 4. 7 . 2.5 6041 - 16' Pallet 39 39 
Trim - ·Inspection 462,825 883,598 95.3· 97.5 (A 11 but 604 I ) - 96' Pallet 794 1516 
Inspection - Rotoblast · 44,517 140,792 9.2 15.5 6045, 6044, 6041, - 55' Pallet 76 241 
6055, 6056, 6064 , 
6053 
lnspeation - Deburr 250,560 325,295 51.6 35.9 6035, 6052 - 120 ' Pallet 430 550 
Inspection - Chromate/ 175,920 232,320 36 :2 25.6 6059 , 601 7 - 40' Pallet 302 398 
Dry 
Inspection- Drill 76,224 76,224 15.7 8.4 6017, 6053 - 25' Pallet 131 131 
Inspection - Machine 0 29,000 0 3.2 6067 - 56' Pallet 0 50 
Rotob1ast - Vlbra Finish 13,104 13,104 2.7 1.4 6053 - 20' Pallet 22 22 
Rotoblast - Wash/Dry 8,613 144,626 1.8 15.9 6056, 6055, 6064, - 25 ' Pa 11 e t 15 248 
6045. 6044 
Rotoblast - Chromate/Dry 0 29,000 () 3.2 6067 - 96' Pa llet 0 50 
Rotoblast - Inspection 85,920 85,920 17.7 9.5 6041, 60p - 40' Pa llet 147 14 7 
Vibra Finish - Chromate 13' 104 13,104 2. 7 1. 4 • 6053 - 100' Pallet 22 22 
Wash/Dry - Rotoblast 63, 120 63,120 13:0 7.0 6017 -· 25' Pallet lOB 108 
Wash/Dry - Inspection 8,613 144,626 L8 16.0 6045, 6044, 6056 , - 56' Pallet 15 248 
6055 , 6064 
Deburr - Inspection 250,560 325,335 51.6 35.9 6052 . 6035 - 120' Pallet 430 558 
Chromate - Inspection 189,024 274,424 38 .9 30.3 6067, 6017, 6053 - 120' Pa 11 et 324 471 
Inspection - B~ff 13' 104 13,104 2.7 1.4 6053 - 25' Pallet 22 22 
Drill - Inspect ion 76,224 76,224 15 . 7 8 .4 6017, 6053 - 25' Pallet 131 131 
-.J 
-.J 
TABLE F-4 (Continued) 
Weight %Magnesi um 
'B4 '86 '84 '86 Part Numbers 
Spec. Machine-lnsp. 0 29,000 0 3.2 6067 
Buff - Rotoblast 0 29,000 0 3.2 6067 
Buff - Inspection 13 '104 13' 104 2.7 1.4 6053 
Inspection - Pack 485,398 906,398 100 100 .0 (All) 
----
468. 7 429.3 
*Adjustment for % metal included in pareto. 
Dis t ance 
Manua l Forktruck Container 
40' Pall et 




Transfer / Yr 
t ~loves/ Avg 
Avg. Distance/Move 











1.04* 1.236" -- - -
8188 16504 
4.68 4.29 




MATERIAL TRANSFER REQUIRH1ENTS* - ALUMINUM 
1/eight % Alum inum Dis t ance I Pallets 
'84 '86 '84 '86 Part Numbers Manual Fork t ruck Container 184 186 
Cast-Trim 361,916 1,252,172 e (All) 8' - - - ~1anua 1 -
Trim~Roto Blast 0 90,000 0 7.2 4BB5 - 56' Pallet 0 113 
Trim-Vibra/Deburr 0 250,800 0 20.0 4870 - 50' Pallet 0 314 
Trim-3-Way Ettco 39,680 93,000 11.0 7.4 4873 - 80' Pallet 50 117 
Trim-Inspection 310,206 497,135 85.7 39.7 4870, 4871, 4857, - lliO' Pallet 389 623 
4830, 4803, 4866, 
4827, 4862, 4865, 
4813, 4867, 4841, 
4891 
Trim-Deburr 0 244,750 0 19 . 5 4881, ~882 - 50' Pallet 0 307 
Trim-Dri 11 21,850 21 ,850 6.0 1.7 4877 - 50' Pallet 27 27 
Trim-Assembly 27,660 27,660 7.6 2.2 4876 - 136' Pallet 35 35 
Trim-Ded. Ream 0 26,975 0 2.1 4894 - 88' Pa 11 et 0 34 
Rotoblast-lnspectlon 50,154 140,154 13.9 11.1 4885, 4803 - 172 ° Pallet 63 176 
Vibr/Deburr-Roch.Drill 74,960 74,960 20.7 6.0 4857 - 30' Pallet 94 94 
Versa-Mate-Wash/Dry 0 175,000 0 14.0 4882 - 88 ' Pallet 0 220 
Versa-Mate-Wash/Dry 37,480 74,960 10.4 6.0 4857 - 136' Pa 11 et 47 94 
3-Way Fitted-Wash/Dry 39,6BO 93,000 11.0 7.4 4873 - 24' Pallet 50 117 
Inspect-Vibra tor 8,333 . 0 2.3 0 4865 - 120' Pa 11 et 10 0 
lns pect-VIbra /Deburr 74,960 74,960 20 . 7 6.0~ 4857 - 120' Pallet 94 94 
lnspect-Deburr 8,712 8,712 2.4 0.7 4841 - 120' Pallet 11 11 
Inspect-Drill 69,224 69,224 19.1 5.5 4B30 - 50' Pa 11 et 87 87 
Inspect-Drill 50,154 50,154 13.9 4.0 4803 - 72' Pallet 63 63 
Inspect-Drill 13,216 13,216 3.7 1.1 4862 - 40' Pallet 17 17 
Inspect-Dial . Index 0 117,000 0 9.3 4891 - 152' Pallet 0 147 
lnspect -J&L 8,333 0 2.3 0 4865 - 40' Pa 11 et 10 0 
-....J 
1.0 
TABLE F~ (Continued) 
Weight % Aluminum Distance I Pallets 
'84 '86 '84 106 Part Nurrbers Manual Forktruck Conta iner '84 '86 
Inspect-lathe 32,188 0 8.9 0 4827 - 80' Pallet 40 .0 
Inspect-Press-In 31,300 31,300 8.7 2.5 4866 - 35' Pallet 39 39 
Inspect-Chromate/Wash 21,081 21,081 5.8 1.7 4013, 4841 - 44' Pallet 26 26 
Inspect-Tumble 12,369 12,369 3.4 1.0 4813 - 136 ' Pa 11 e t 16 16 
Inspect-Put In Insert 8,712 8,712 2.4 0.7 4841 - 25 ' Pa 11 et 11 11 
Inspect-lea k Test 74,960 74,960 20.7 6.0 4857 - 40' Pa 11 et 94 94 
Inspect-Pack 337,024 1,128,385 93.1 90. 1 All but 4857, - 8 ' Pa 11 et 423 1416 
4894. 4877 
Deburr~Versa-Mate 0 175,000 0 14.0 4082 - 16 ' Pa 11 et 0 220 
Deburr-Drill/Tap 8,712 8,712 2.4 0.7 4041 - 136' Pallet 11 11 
Deburr~ Tap 0 67,750 0 5.4 4001 - 24' Pallet 0 85 
Drill/Tap-Inspect 8,712 8,712 2.4 0.7 4841 - 24 I Pall et 11 11 
~~ill-Wash/Dry 72,004 72,004 19.9 5.8 4003. 4077 - 25' Palle t 90 90 
Tap-Wash/Dry 0 69,750 0 5.6 4001 - 88' Palle t 0 88 
Dial Index-Wash/Dry 0 117,000 0 9.3 4091 - 72' Pall et 0 147 
Burnish-Wash 32,138 0 8.9 0 4027 - 35' Pa 11 et 40 0 
Ream-Inspect 8,333 0 2.3 0 4865 - 55' Pa 11 et 10 0 
Press-In-Inspect 31,300 31,300 8 .6 2.5 4066 - 35' Pa 11 et 39 39 
Assembly-Inspect 27,660 27,600 7.6 2.2 I 4876 - 24' Pallet 35 35 
Ded. Ream-Wash 0 26,975 0 2.2 4894 - 40' Pallet 0 34 
Dry-Rotoblast 50,154 50,154 13.9 4.0 4803 - 25' Pa 11 e t 63 63 
Dry-Inspect 249,920 624,519 69.0 49.9 4002, 4073, 4001, - 112 ' Pallet 314 783 
4857, 4830 , 4827, 
4062, 4091, 4065, 
4013 
Dry-Ded. Assem~ly 0 26,975 0 2.2 4094 - 90' Pa llet 0 34 
():) 
0 
TABLE F-5 (Continued) 
Weight % Aluminum 
'84 '86 ' 84 186 Part Numbers 
Dry-Bag 8,712 8,712 2.4 0.7 484 1 
Dry-Leak Test 21,850 21,850 6.0 1.7 4877 
Tumb le-Dr111 /Ream 12,369 12,369 3.4 1.0 481 3 
Vibrator-Impregnate 8,333 0 2.3 0 4865 
Impregnate/Wash 40,471 0 11.2 0 4827, 4865 
Bag-Inspect 8,712 8,712 2.4 0.7 484 1 
Leak-Test-Pack 37,480 74,960 10. 3 5.9 4857 
Leak Test-Pack 0 26,975 0 2.2 4894 
Leak-Test-Pack 21,850 21,850 6.0 1.7 4877 
----
552.7 391.3 
*Adjustment for % metal in pareto. 
Distance 
Manual Fork truck Container 
- 120 ' Pallet 
- 72 ' Pallet 
- 35' Pa 11 et 
- 10 I Pallet 
- 112' Pall et 
- 32' Pallet 
- 40' Pa 11 et 
- 30' Pa 11 et 
- 50' Pa 11 et 
Annual Trans fer ReCJuirements 
















5018 12304 . 






SECONDARY MACHINING EQUIPMENT 
82 
83 
TABLE G-1: EQUIP~IENT DATA - WIC 
Pounds Processed 
Foot. Producti on 
Mach·ine Print. Sq. Ft. No . '80 '81 '82 '83 '84* '85** ·o~'llt 
Buffer 13 X 13 45.34. 0 0 0 0 359,814 359,814 359,814 
Oven 6x 8 
371 Ft~ Key Product 11 X 14 
Press 7x 8 56 Ft2 4408 12 ,769 41,943 70,341 150 ,864 157,258 157,258 157 ,258 
Press lOx 14 
220 Ft2 
4229 146 ,508 135,449 112,986 101,609 89,170 89, 170 89 ' 170 
Reamer 8x 10 
Press 6x 7 42 Ft2 4474 0 0 0 0 22, 954 22,954 22 ,954 
Machine Center. 17 x 18 306 Ft2 4464 0 223,767 311,192 402,037 504, 488 504,488 504,488 
Key Product 20x 24 
803 Ft2 
4531 0 0 0 0 755,352 755,352 755,352 
Key Product 17 X 19 
J & L Lathe lOx 11 110 Ft~ 4412 35 ,508 59,137 0 0 19,202 19,202 19 , 202 
Tapper 6x 11 
108 Ft2 
4413 84,600 51,570 42,407 72,241 0 0 0 
Trinmer 6x 7 
Tapper 6 X 11. 56 Ft 4452 0 5,026 14,351 26,792 40,528 40,528 40, 528 
Dri 11 8x 9 72 Ft2 4451 9,315 7,188 32,145 ?6,200 155,295 155,295 155 ' 296 
Versa-Mate 15 X 17 255 Ft 4584 0 0 0 0 0 310,000 310, :>00 
Machine Center -14 x 17 240 Ft2 6027 19' 197 125 ,136 123,591 100,353 53,268 53,268 53, 268 
Total Sq. Ft. in use for secondary machining l,Eili 1,178 1,178 1,ri8 2,286 2,541 2,541 
Total Pounds Processed Through Secondary 307,897 649,216 707,014 940,096 2,158,030 2,468,030 2,468,030 
Sq. Ft./100,000 Pounds Processed 262 181 167 125 106 103 103 
Total We i ght Processed 3,923,893 3,777,901 4,026,080 5, 086,581 5,374,193 5,905,828 
% of Total Wei ght Requiri ng Secondary Operations 16.5% 18.7'/, 23.3% 42 .4% 45.9'/, 41.7% 
*First si x months actual plus projected metal usage . 
**Metal usage projection. 
TABLE G- 2: EQUIPMENT DATA - tiAGNESIUM 
Foot. Production 
Machine Print. Sq. Ft. No. '80 '81 




DU500 13x 13 169 6053 0 0 
6067 
15 X 17 255 6068 
Tota 1 Sq. Ft. 604 180 180 
Total Weight Using Secondary 144,135 117,262 
Sq. Ft./100,000# 125 154 
Total Weight Packed 532,162 
% Wt. Require Secondary 22% 
*First six months actual plus projected metal usage. 
**Metal usage projection. 
Pounds Processed 
'82 '83 '84* '85** '86** 
112,689 162,734 126,240 126,240 126,240 
0 0 13,104 26,208 26,208 
2,920 
180 180 349 604 604 
112,689 162,734 139,344 181,448 213,368 . 
160 111 250 333 283 
784,776 999,691 1,002,780 1,394,103 1,812 ,796 
14.3% 16.2% ,13.9% 13.0% 11.8% 
(X) 
p. 
TABLE G- 3: EQUIPMENT DATA - ALUtUNUM 
Pounds Processed 
Foot. Production 
Machine Print. Sq. Ft. No. ' 80 '81 '82 '83 '84* '85** '86** 
J & L Lathe 18x 17 342 Ft2 4827 0 142,748 111,549 108,207 83,558 0 0 
Reamer & Dri 11 
Drilling Unit 11 X 13 143 Ft2 4803 227,622 116,220 123,938 118,006 100,308 100,308 100 ,308 
J & L Lathe 13 X 19 247 Ft2 4830 0 0 183 25,615 138, 448 138,448 138,448 
Ettco Dri 11 i ng 
Machine 
Ettco DU-300 9x 11 99 Ft2 4829 0 0 0 0 11,000 11,000 11,000 
Drilling Machine (incl. above)4830 0 0 185 25,615 138,448 138,448 138,448 
Key Products 15x 16 240 Ft2 4891 0 0 0 0 0 110,000 234 ,000 
Rotary Index 
(retooled) 
Ettco ATU-5 · 10 X 12 120 Ft2 4881 0 0 0 0 0 79,050 139,500 
Tapping ~1achine 4875 0 0 0 0 0 2,963 2,766 
J & L Lathe 15 X 16 256 Ft2 4862 0 0 0 0 26,432 26,432 26,432 
Procunier Tapper 
J ?.A L Lathe 14 X 16 224 Ft2 4832 0 0 1,809 6,109 12,006 12,006 12,006 
Ettco DU-500 lOx 12 120 Ft2 4873 0 0 0 0 39,680 172,360 136 ,000 
Drilling Machine 4875 0 0 0 0 0 2,963 2,763 
Allan Air- 13 X 20 360 Ft2 4841 0 0 5,886 0 17,424 17,424 17,424 
Drilling & r::o V1 
Tapping Machine 
TABLE G-3 : EQUIPMENT DATA - ALUMINUM (Continued) 
Pounds Processed 
Foot. Production 
Machine Print. Sq. Ft. No. •so '81 '82 '83 '84* '85** '86** 
Hypnumat Dri 11 12 x 16 192 Ft2 4838 0 0 1,668 1,983 2,112 2, 112 2,112 
& Procunier 4840 0 0 274 544 888 888 888 
Tapping Machines 
Dri 11 lOx 12 120 Ft2 4843 0 0 3,068 6,391 8 ,258 8 , 258 8 ,258 
Key Products 9x 11 99 Ft2 4860 0 0 0 0 6,500 6,500 6,500 
Drill i ng & 
Milling Machine 




Drilling & 17 X 20 340 Ft2 4857 0 0 0 0 119,920 119,920 119,920 
Tapping 
Versa-mates 
Key Products - 19 X 21 399 Ft2 4857 0 0 0 0 119,920 119,920 119, 920 
Boring & Gun 
Drill 
Uson leak test Bx 9 72 Ft2 4857 0 0 0 0 119,920 119,920 119,920 
Key Products 9 X 11 99 Ft2 4857 0 0 0 0 119,920 119,920 119,920 
(3) way drilling 
('() 
machine 0\ 
TABLE G-3: EQUIPMENT DATA - ALUMINUM (Continued) 
Pounds Processed 
Foot. Production 
Machine Print. Sq. Ft. No. '80 '81 '82 ' 83 '84* '85** '86** 
LeBlond Makino 16x 24 384 Ft2 4878 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 ,000 
CNC Machining 
Center 
Ettco ATU-5 10 X 12 120 Ft2 4877 0 0 0 0 10,860 42,510 43 ,700 
Tapping Machine 4878 0 0 0 0 0 0 8, 000 
4880 0 0 0 0 0 0 388 
Uson Leak Test 8 X 12 96 Ft2 4877 0 0 0 0 10,860 42 ,510 43 ,700 
Machine 4878 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 ,000 
4879 0 0 0 0 0 0 420 
4880 0 0 0 0 0 0 388 
Versa-Mate 15 X 17 255 Ft 4882 0 0 0 0 0 175,935 332 ,850 
Total -'Sq. Ft. 4360 Ft2 275 617 1,760 1,760 3,265 3,634 4 ,018 
Total - Pounds Processed through 
secondary machining 230,539 264,489 261,812 325 ,516 602,132 1,058,323 1,419 ,816 . 
Sq. Ft./100,000 lbs. Processed 119 233 672 541 542 283 346 
Total Weight Processed -- 520,634 409 ,424 427,177 671,635 1,747,389 2,625,670 
% Total Weight Requiring Secondary Operations -- 50.8% 63 .9% 76. 2% 89.7% 60.5% 53.1% 
*First six months actual plus projected met al usage. 
CD 
-..,j 







METAL WT. CAST/CASTER (lbs.) AREA/CASTER 
(1985) ( ft2) 
Zinc 233,660 425 
Magnesium 320,866 800 




TABLE I-1 : PERSON NEL DATA USED TO DETERMIN E TRENDS 91 
81-Dec 82-Dec 83-Dec 84-Aug 
Corporate Administration 10 10 10 9 
Sales 2 2 2 3 
Finance & Control 13 14 14 15 
Services: Tool & Die 37 36 38 40 
Other 37 40(1) 41 43 
Zinc 103(2) 103 105 105 
Aluminum 32(2 28 45 
t~agnesi urn 17(1) 18 26 36 
Trucking 2 5 5 5 
TOTAL EMPLOYEES 253(3) 256 (1) 274 301 
Less Layoff() 11 
Zinc Division 
Division Management 10 10 12 12 
Diecasting 39 11 42 42 
Secondary 33(2) 33 32 32 
Inspection 14 14 14 14 
Warehouse/Shipping 7 5 5 5 
ZINC TOTAL 103 103 105 105 
Less Layoff() (2) 
Aluminum Division· 
Division Management 3 3 3 5 
Diecasting 17 14 15 18 
Secondary 8(1) 8 12 18 
Inspection 3 3 3 4 
ALUMINUM TOTAL 31 28 33 45 
Less Layoff() (1) 
Magnesium Division 
Division Management 5 5 5 5 
Diecasting 8 9 15 21 
Secondary 2 2 3 6 
Inspection 1 2 3 4 
MAGNESIUM TOTAL 17 18 26 36 
Less Layoff() (16) 
OFFICE SPACE PER EMPLOYEE -225 sq. ft. 











A process in which molten metal is forced into a mold by 
pressure and held under pressure du ring solidification. Zinc, 
copper, a nd aluminum base a lloys are suitable for 
diecasting. A typical die-casting machine is shown below. 
Source: Materials and Processes in Manufacturing, E. Paul 
DeGarmo, MacMillan Publishing. 
A zinc part that is die casted on a ma chine whose brand 
name is "Dynacast." 
A zinc part that is die casted on a machine whose brand 
name is "Cleveland." 
A zinc part that is diecasted on a machine whose brand 
name is either B & T or HPM. 
Opera tions required to fin ish a casting to a desired 
specifications and quality 
A warehouse containing only spa re parts, scrap pa rts, spare 
equipment, etc. 
A number(s) assigned to a machine (or process) which 
identifies that part number(s) routed to the ma chine or 
process. 
CONCLUSION 
The preceding material handling and plant layout case studies 
illustrate different industrial situations. Each cas e requires an 
understanding of material handling concepts and other related 
I ndustrial Engineering skills. 
These case studies are valuable teaching aids because of their 
ability to exemplify an industrial situation in the classroom 
environment. The first two case studies present two common industrial 
situations while case 3 presents a more realistic situation where only 
general information about the problem i s first provided. 
Hopefully, this effort will generate an interest for the develop-
ment of more case studies. In order to obtain a meaningful learning 
experience, "new" skills must be practiced. Since visiting a manufac-
turing plant is not always practical or possible, a learni ng tool such 
as a well developed case study is beneficial. 
